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dear MPHS members and friends
history continues to be made each year as wards and stakes divide as church
and family crises continue to be faced and overcome and as the lives of our
membership continue to be challenged by social

political and economic conditions

but the MPHS continues to quietly and effectively record history both modern

and ancient to pass on a legacy of what our lives were like and projecting hopes for
a better future because of our knowledge of the past

we appreciate so very much the kindness and support of each member

we

delight in seeing each of you as we get together each year at our annual conference
we hope that each of you will plan your schedules in such a way that we can all be
together this year along with at least one friend who has never been to the

conference

before

see you at waialua on the 19th of march

sincerely

uple
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N
mellin
meilin
me
D
lin
bnd
and waite president MPHS

MPHS PURPOSES
1I

to

2

to

3

to

4

to

encourage research and publication on topics relative to the history of the
day saints in the pacific basin area
church of jesus christ of latter
latterday
maintain bibliographic and reference information relative to the history of
day saints in the pacific basin area
the church of jesus christ of latter
latterday
gather in conferences and workshops to teach and to learn from each other
about latterday
latter day saint history in the pacific
teach those skills helpful in the gathering and recording of historical

information
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KALIHI CHAPEL
albert N like

when 1I was asked by dr lance chase to prepare a paper on the kalihi chapel
my thoughts went back to the old kalihi chapel at gulick and beckly st where I1
spent my youth with other boys and girls of that area
it was at this chapel that 1I learned the gospel principles and experienced some
faith promoting experiences but this was not the kalihi chapel that 1I was to write
about but it was the chapel at kalihi and beckly st
the general authorities must have been inspired by the lord to select this site
for a chapel
dr lance chase invited me to visit the church archives at the BYU library to
view some of the photographs where the kalihi chapel was built
the photographs
surely shows the hard work put in by the saints under the supervision of elder E
westley smith who at the time was president of the mission and assisted by bro paul

elia

the labor

was performed by the untiring efforts of the saints the brethren
the sisters and the young people
the sisters prepared the meals the young people
team work
did the cleaning away of the debris or rubbish
it was teamwork
the brethren
on saturdays and holidays there was a large turn out
worked until late at nights
when the land was purchased from the nutch family a church of faith and

stamina was manifested

with no modern machinery or equipment to clear the grounds trees and

shrubbery

etc it was all done by manual labor
the next test of faith was the excavation of the grounds the depth was eight
feet deep and an area of two acres plus was a challenging test they made it after
several months of hard labor
the foundation became the lower floor of the building on this floor were six
classrooms the clerks office and the baptismal font
under the stairway was the

vault

after E westley smith was released as president of the mission elder eugene
neff became president he saw a need for a recreation and social center for the

young people in honolulu
since there was an open space next to the mission home
prior to this time the recreational and social
the recreational center was built there
gatherings were held during annual conference when the island saints would come
to go to the temple at laie
kahuhu and on to
inter island boats to honolulu and by train to kahuku
they came by interisland
laie they would get on the sugar cane cars and travel on to laie
1I remember in april of 1921
a conference held at laie was so exciting
the
saints of laie were so wonderful they took us into their homes the laie plantation
provided food meat poi etc these were the good old days
so the recreational hall completed in 1928 became the social center of all
the oahu saints dances and concerts
later an addition was added to the basement of the hall it became the stake
president and high council and stake clerks offices
in 1962 castle H murphy organized the first district high council and

presidency

I1

the district high council consisted of edward

clissold charles broad john
hubbell JW mcguire henry aki lanakila pa arthur keawe joseph musser robert
plunkett and clinton kanahele
july fourth and fifth 1935 president heber J grant and president J reuben
clark came to hawaii to organize the first stake outside of the continental united
S
states
tates
ralph E wooley became stake president with arthur parker and fred lunt as

counci
councillors
councilors
lors

L

would like to relate an incident that happened when I1 was a youth attending
primary at the old kalihi chapel at beckly and kalihi st it was at this chapel that I1
learned a lesson on to give or not to give
it was thanksgiving week and I1 needed a
new suit of clothes for christmas
the primary lesson of the day was the children
of israel crossing the red sea
all the time the teacher was teaching the lesson my
mind wondered off to a five dollar gold piece
with it I1 could get me a new suit
1I debated in my mind
what to do with
then 1I thought no 1I will give it to the lord
the gold coin I1 finally committed myself 1 I will give it to the lord
primary was over my teachers annie lau piilani knight needham sarah
parker wolley and 1I walked to the transit stop the front seats 1I lingered around and
sat at the rear of the transit it was raining so 1I moved to the last seat to my
I1 cant understand how the
surprise there was a five dollar gold coin on the seat
conductor did not see it as he was going up and down collecting fares
1I rose from
I1 thought of my new suit but again 1I said
it was for the lord
my seat to give it to my teacher sarah parker wooley saying this is for th
theeLord
lord
christmas came and 1I did not have a new suit during the summer 1I went to hilo to
grand aunt and when 1I returned to honolulu for school 1I had two suits and
meet my grandaunt
a new pair of shoes
since then heavenly father has never forgotten me to this day
1I have never been in want
the lord provided me with all the necessities of life
since 1935 kalihi became the center of the stakes of the islands oahu stake
branched into the honolulu stake laie stake waipahu stake BYU stake to the
islands kauai stake maui stake molokai stake hilo stake and hana stake
in 1950 there was a minor renovation in the kalihi main chapel
the ceiling
was high and so they built sound boxes in the ceiling
this helped to control the
sound from the pulpit
while this was being done the sunday meetings were held in
the social hall
prior to 1968 the church changed its plans in building new chapels
under
the leadership of president george Q cannon supervisor day and bishop david
kaanehe of kalihi the old kalihi chapel was demolished it did not take much faith
stamina or hard labor to demolish this chapel for they had all the modern equipment
instead of excavating it was the opposite to refill the
and machinery to do the job
ground the surface was covered
the new plan of the chapel was a meeting house
and social hall bishops store house and parking lot
the present kalihi chapel also includes a family history center this center is
patrons can come to the center
located at the most convenient place in the stake
from all pans
parts of the island
just recently the stake added to its patio the stake office to conclude this
paper 1I would like to acknowledge the following presidents who contributed to the
growth of the church on oahu
bahu with the following events samuel E wooley of laie
manager of the laie plantation E westley smith thekalihi
the kalihi chapel eugene neff of
honolulu social hall william bailey honolulu young people william M waddoups
1930 centennial pageant castle H murphy honolulu district council to stake high
council
these brethren 1I knew and worked with were truly servants of our father
in heaven
1I
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IN SEARCH OF EARLY HAWAIIANS
dorothy L behling

one day in 1987 a beautiful hawaiian woman came into the laie family history
center she stood in the doorway looking confused and possibly a little apprehensive
her eyes searched for something familiar coming to the library was not like going
to church
may

I1 asked
help you
the relief was immediately apparent on her face
yes please she said im looking for my family
she told me the family name she was searching for
oh 1I read a great story about a man by that name in the history of the
Hawaiian
an Mission
the published manuscript by church historian andrew
admission
anmission
hawaii
hawaiianmission

jenson

I1

she was delighted
told her the story and the
could we find his membership record
id like to write the story and place it
it would be such an inspiration
with a copy of his membership for our family
sure weve got the church records here on microfilm we could find it for
you no trouble x
we went to the film of the earliest memberships but we looked in vain for his
1I knew he had been baptized and ordained an elder
that he served a mission
record
to the island of hawaii and that he had died
dw in 1852 where was his record was it
possible that the membership records were incomplete
1I

DISCOVERY OF membership COVERAGE
if the membership record of someone 1I knew had been baptized in the church
in 1851 could not be found how many others might also be missing
what was more
1I presumed
1I knew that membership
records are used to generate temple ordinances
that the church had used existing records of deceased members in 1919 to prepare
1I had seen family group sheets
names for proxy work in the new hawaii temple
prepared by abel mattoon in the 1950s showing that he had used the records then
did this
but what about people whose names could not be found on the records

mean that they had not received their temple blessings
the thought struck my heart with great sadness I1 had spent many pleasant
hours reading the first three volumes of the history of the hawaiian mission and had
come to have a great feeling of aloha for those early members of the church in
1I admired
hawaii who had to struggle against misunderstanding and persecution
their faith and hoped that modern hawaiian members would some day think of them
as heros standard bearers true saints
how could I1 be sure that they had not been

forgotten

determined to go back to the history of the hawaiian mission again scan it
1I could then check the TIB
and glean the name of every hawaiian mentioned
temple index bureau and the
archive to see if temple work had been done the
thearchive
effort was tedious and unfortunately relatively unrewarding
the first volume of
more than 350 pages yielded less than 100 names
references like baptized five
today or baptized fifteen before breakfast gave me nothing but frustration
the
1I

4

actual names seldom followed
the people I1 did find were often those who had been
called to priesthood positions like an elder or branch president and so a second
frustration rose when 1I realized that in the first eighty or so names on my list only
four or five were women
after reading about a third of jensons hawaiian mission history 1I stopped
discouraged by the obvious lack of information on hawaiian people in the mission
1I gave the meager list to fran mcfarland who had access to the
record 1I was reading
complete TIB for polynesia at the kalihi family history center
sister carrie kelii and
possibly others looked up all the names and cited possible ordinance dates
but in
matching the names one could not be absolutely certain that the person on my list
and the one on the index were indeed the same
of the list of about 127 people it appeared that less then fifteen had temple
1I was alarmed
how
work that meant almost ninety percent had no ordinances
josepa colony and that work had been done in
remembering the losepa
could this happen
the salt lake temple by living hawaiians before the construction of the hawaii
temple I1 pursued that possibility maybe they had gone to the temple themselves
that would explain why they were not listed in the proxy work found in the TIB or in
josepa residents
the IGI
but only a few of the names 1I had were listed among the losepa
it was now clear that there were people who had been baptized into the
church whose records had been lost and who in life or by proxy had not received
what was the time period that was missing was the
important temple ordinances

next question
1I
hand written church membership records preserved
searched the original handwritten
As 1I carefully studied them 1I began to pay particular attention to the
on microfilm
column that listed the date of baptism of each member the dates were all out of

order there would be someone baptized in 1870 followed by someone in 1863 next
my conclusion was that the document we
someone in 1878 and then one in 1851
presently have and use as our oldest record of membership was actually put together
in about 1880
earlier records did exist 1I read journal entries like spent the day at the
but those earlier more complete records were
church working on the records
missing for the years 1850 to 1880
the membership records we have reflect those members who were active in
1880 who may have been baptized as early as 1851
what they do not reflect is those
baptized members who had died before 1880 or who were sick or inactive at the time
of this attempt to correct the membership records since the record of membership
was probably used for the generation of names for temple work quite simply those
not listed were in general not done where should 1I look for those names
BAPTIZED BEFORE 1880
TOR MORE NAMES OF MEMBERS BAPT
THE SEARCH FOR
1I went back to
the history of the hawaiian mission once again this time
with determination not to miss anyone
the first four volumes 1850 to 1880 were

in addition from the
read during the course of the next several months
membership records I1 began to write down the names of those performing the
1I found that many listed as
pre 1880 baptismal dates
baptisms of people listed with pre1880
baptizers were not listed as members
they had probably died before 1880
then 1I made a list of the missionaries who had come from utah between 1850
1I went to the library catalog to see if BYUH had journals for any of those on
and 1880
the list there were a few some were on film and difficult to read there was
1I
however a hardbound copy of john stillman woodburys journal in two volumes
well I1 started
think brother jerry loveland had obtained it for the university
I1 used every spare minute to read through the heavy volumes
there
5

not only did 1I write down all the hawaiian names I1 could find but I1 also
entered the name of every person mentioned who was in any way associated with the
missionaries including those who had opposed the church or were excommunicated

there were merchants people who let the missionaries stay the night ministers

who

fought against the church who 1I hoped like paul had since seen the light and
would accept the work sea captains neighbors who had loaned the missionaries a
horse shoes or a coat and the names of some women
the woodbury journal was a transcription and as I1 read I1 was sure that some of
the hawaiian names were not exactly right but I1 put them down as they were in the
it contained information on all three of woodburys missions to hawaii and
books
proved to yield the greatest number of names of any of the dairies or journals
afterwards while using the film sources I1 was thrilled when 1I found several
pages in the thomas karren journal that listed the names of many of those who were
baptized while he and nathan eldon tanner had been missionaries in the kohala
kahala
would be
wouldve
district of the big island later in salt lake these names and dates wouldbe
corroborated by entries in elder tanners journal
in the course of time 1I was led to clements bibliography of materials
I1 discovered there were valuable
associated with the LDS church in polynesia
sources to be read at BYU provo and at the church historical department in salt lake
city As 1I proceeded through the materials here in hawaii over the next two or three
years 1I constantly had a prayer in my heart that somehow we could get to those
maybe they would make copies and share them with the
sources on the mainland
in the meantime all the information gathered was entered into the
BYUH library
computer using the church program personal ancestral file
the institute for polynesian studies learned about the project and encouraged
me to apply for funds to help me continue the work
they provided computer paper
notebooks printer ribbon money for travel expenses a copy of clements book and
soon it became apparent that 1I had to go to
much appreciated interest in the effort
twenty one
utah to continue the effort the lord provided a semester where 1I taught twentyone
it was a strenuous schedule and though it frustrated
credit hours on three campuses
me because 1I had little time to work on the project it provided me with the money to
go to salt lake to continue the search
1I thought 1
I was being led to actually move to the mainland but when 1I went to
purchase my ticket 1I was surprised that it turned out to be a round trip
where could
I1 stay in utah
midge oler offered an apartment in their home in lehi 1I was
overwhelmed with the generosity of the olers
alers who invited me to stay there for as
long as necessary to complete my work they even made a trip there to make sure
renovation would be complete before I1 arrived
it was a lovely apartment and
perfectly situated halfway
half way between provo and salt lake
just before 1I was to leave hawaii lois swapp asked me about developing a
special project she hoped we could use the language skills of some of those in laie to
prepare hawaiian names for the temple 1I got an idea but 1I had to check with salt
lake 1I found out that all the hawaiian marriage records filmed by the church had
been assigned for extraction during the year of the hawaiian 1987
that effort
would generate the ordinance of sealing to spouse for all those on the films
1I asked for permission to extract the same marriage records
but to have them
1I explained that 1
I
generate baptism and endowments for each bride and groom
1I
thought this was necessary because our birth records for that period are so poor
explained that the people at the state health department dont consider their records
1I knew that neither my mothers birth
nor any
complete for births until the 1930s
of her sixteen brothers and sisters had been registered 1I had found this to be the
6

rule rather than the exception for the time prior to the 1930s
richard fluhman the senior extraction specialist assigned to hawaii and
polynesia gave encouragement and permission to proceed contingent upon local
so in the fleeting days before my departure for the mainland we
priesthood support
organized a small group of volunteers who began the task of extracting the selected
films
with only a couple of days of instruction I1 left them to their work

FIRST TRIP TO UTAH
during this trip which began in september 1990 several miracles occurred
allowing me to obtain a car and stretch my funds to cover a great deal of travel
1I began recording some of
computer support and help me to get on with the project
the shorter journals and then was impressed to go back to the john stillman
permission was obtained to have access to his original little
woodbury journals
notebooks
there were about six or seven volumes written in a tiny hand to conserve
space in each precious leatherbound
leather bound notebook
several of the names copied from
the transcription were corrected missing sections were discovered and a little
volume came to light that had not been included in the two hardbound volumes 1I had

used

that little

1I wept at
volume was woodburys personal record of his baptisms
this discovery
it clarified the information found in the text of the journal and was
the second source to yield a large number of female names
although there were many remarkable occurrences during those days two
will serve as examples of how the lords hand was at work in about october 1I ran
into a former research buddy whose name shall be anonymous
when 1I had last seen
him he had been struggling to support his small family by working in genealogy
that october found him employed by the family history center as a consultant he
was a lot more secure and seemed content
he had counseled me back in 1985 when we were both working on german
I1 had
arid work on my hawaiian family
alid
lines that 1I needed to return to hawaii and
explained that our records were not complete that 1I didnt read hawaiian and that
even when my mother was alive we had not been able to do much with the hawaiian
part of the family lines now that she was dead 1I felt it might well be hopeless he
was silent for awhile then insisted again and again that 1I needed to return
1I had to tell him about what had happened at ho
me
how the lord had sent
home
edith mckinzie to laie nearly every day during the summer of 1987 how she had
become my special tutor for hawaiian genealogy how edith had led me to a microfilm
that henry lindsay had shot how we found it to be the genealogy collection of baby
Keawe poepoe and to the
cousinslinking
ethel my mothers first cousin
cousins linking us with keawepoepoe
kumuhonua chant reaching essentially back to adam 1I had to tell him about the
early LDS members discovered without ordinances and the gleanings from the
1I believed in my heart that the spirit had worked through him that day in
journals
1985 and had taught me about one of my missions
his response was to take me aside and speak to me with unusual solemnity
you know you cant stay here he said you must go back 1 I know 1I replied
1 I have a roundtrip
round trip ticket
quieted by his intensity
if you dont go back thousands of hawaiians will not be able to find their
you will be able to help many people to find their genealogies you will be
families
you must
given information and if you do not teach it you will be held accountable
you cannot do this
learn to magnify your skills by teaching and organizing others

work alone

in the family history center
the
some of my friends challenged his inspiration 1I had an

there were other things he said that day

encounter left me dazed
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appointment the following day with elder kikuchi
after taking care of our business
1I took opportunity to share with him what my friend had said
1I asked his opinion
he simply said there are many members that have powerful gifts of the spirit
it was for me an important confirmation of my mission and a
sounds good to me
revelation of the solemn responsibility entrusted to me
the next circumstance deserving of mention has to do with some papers that
were found in the tabernacle at the time of the recent renovation
when the
workers pulled down some shelving they found six large ledger sized handwritten
hand written
sheets with hawaiian column headings
at the moment one of the men was about to
throw the ancient papers in the trash a friend of mine happened by trina sabin
she asked if she could have the papers and she took them home not knowing what
they were exactly but believing them to be valuable
later upon hearing about my
collecting names of early LDS members she gave them to me saying dottie 1I think
these will belong in your project
1I had kept the papers for almost a year and had taken them with me to utah
wondering just where they should fit
suddenly one afternoon in late De
cember
dember it
dedember
december
was as if a light focused and pure intelligence descended from above like dew
distilling
in that instant with no premeditation I1 knew exactly how the documents
should fit and what 1I should do to determine if they contained information already in
the church records
1I did as 1
I was prompted checked the two films where the material should have
been and within an hour had verified to my own satisfaction that these papers which
were over 100 years old were records from the kauai mission district and contained
information that was not on the other available records of the church
1I immediately began to put the information
from them into the computer but
it was not until I1 returned to laie in january that I1 recognized the full impact of
these precious fragile pages
they turned out to be some district records from kauai
written at the same time as our other records about 1880
there was no evidence of
damage from termites or silverfish and no cockroaches had eaten off the ink
angels
must have preserved them
and no wonder they contain information that is
providing temple blessings for over 900 people
1I was in utah from about september to january
at which time I1 returned to
hawaii as per my ticket but 1I was not finished there were journals 1I had not had
so while 1I put the new
found information in the computer 1I began to
newfound
time to read
plan my return for march or april
the oler family again invited me to stay with
them in laie as 1I worked on the project
it was as if they were supporting a
missionary
they insisted that 1I keep any money 1I earned for the project the lord
truly blessed me by allowing me to become a part of this wonderful family
words
will never be able to express the deep affection gratitude and love 1I have for the
olers
alers the ultimate success of this project and the blessing it will be in the lives of
thousands of hawaiian people is really a result of their unwavering support
this is
true christian charity the spirit of aloha in its finest form
As soon as 1I arrived back in hawaii the lord provide me with employment as a
substitute for three people at BYU this allowed me to finish out the semester and
leave for utah again in april
SECOND TRIP TO UTAH

during this second trip which ended in september 1I haj
hab several people
has
volunteer to help me read the journals
kathy hemingway from oregon and lynn
christy from provo had both been students at CCH when 1I was they spent many
hours reading and taking notes
another former BYUH student brian sullivan also
1I bought notebooks for each of the readers and later
became involved in the project
8

transcribed what they had found
they each found the same frustration 1I had
experienced as they read baptisms mentioned many many times
but no names
timesbut
I1 was led to meet bill kelly and his wife nani
they put me in touch with
hawaiians in utah through him 1I was able to speak to the hawaiian civic club about
As a result of this opportunity two women volunteered to continue
genealogy
1I had received a
reading the journals and one man shared his mahi family charts
copy earlier but this was a more recent update
when it was time to return to the islands I1 found myself without money and
facing some heavy expenses
the institute for polynesian studies came to my rescue
with the needed funding and I1 was able to ship all my books and research materials
and some household goods
at this point 1I am reminded that this effort was not without adversity and
1I had kept my things in the storage area in utah when 1I had left in
affliction
when 1I got back 1I found that someone had broken in and taken a
december of 1985
the TV the stereo the vacuum cleaner my electric wok and other
lot of my things
1I guess it was a good thing
kitchen appliances and some treasured ceramic pieces
though because 1I wouldnt have been able to afford to send them all to hawaii

anyway

illness too has come to hinder the work but has not been allowed to stay
priesthood blessings are stronger than physical afflictions when they are caused by
that power that desires to halt this work but back to salt lake
A couple of days before 1I left there I1 was told about a new church program
richard fluhman
that allowed members to submit names directly to the temple
1 had
1I prepared some names I
introduced me to the people in charge of temple ready
found for submission
the people in the temple ready department told me the
program was in the pilot stages and encouraged me to have our priesthood leaders
request that we be included in the study when I1 returned to laie I1 told brother
miles the director of the laie family history center about the program
he sent in a
we have had temple
request and laie now has the only program available in hawaii
ready for over a year and many people have learned to take advantage of this
simplified system of submission
temple ready allows any member to check and see if ordinances have been
completed for persons in his family by comparing his information with the entries
in the IGI or international genealogical index
there are however a couple of
problems in the system
right now the IGI contains all the temple work from 1970 to
through the
1988 and only a small fraction of the work done between 1842 and 1970
family extraction program all the ordinance work done prior to 1970 will be entered
into the computer
october is the deadline for all the materials to be turned in next
year in the looth anniversary of the genealogical society they hope to have the IGI
complete with all the names of persons for whom proxy temple work has been done
in this entire dispensation
but right now we have to be very careful in checking previous work we
need to be aware that during the early days of the hawaii temple a great many
chants were used as a basic source for submission these may not show up in the IGI
however there is a complication even with this truly
until at best next year

milestone accomplishment
early records often referred to hawaii as TH territory of hawaii or as the
no one told the computer about these designations so not
sandwich islands
recognizing the terms the computer put such entries in world miscantarctica in
four fiche over 100000
fiftyfour
there are fifty
the newest fiche version of the IGI
misplaced entries some of which are from hawaii tonga samoa and new zealand
9

when the compact disk version comes out later this year they w
wlii
iii
ill NOT have
corrected this error
soon as they get more of the kinks out of the system they tell me temple
ready will be available in every stake center in the worldprobably
world probably by the
beginning of next year
this means that we must be a kamai when using the disks
we need to search BOTH hawaii and world miscantarctica before assuming work on

the ancient chants has not been done
and until all the work is really on the disks
and available for the temple ready program we must also rely on the complete TIB
and archives to help us find work done before 1970
this search all four places is an
act of gratitude even reference for the work of many others who have loved
namaqua
Namakua just as we do
namakua
otherwise ten twenty even fifty people may submit the same 1000 names and
each will not find the completed work in the hawaiian section of the US and canada
the computer will clear all the work to be done again and over a 100000 hours will be
others are waiting we need to concentrate on them
wasted on duplication
SUMMARY OF PROJECT
the early LDS church member project has yielded a little over 2900 names
though there may have been 10000 to 15000 members in that time period 1I am not
wough
disheartened by these numbers however
the lord taught me a great lesson which
when researching one of my grandfathers lines 1I had spent a
helps me be hopeful
good part of one year and bits and pieces of another seven years to find exactly 250
family lines most of which went to the 1500s and some as far as the 1000s I1 thought
1I had honed my research skills and had produced more than
1I had done pretty well
1I thought 1
I had scraped the bottom of the barrel
many ever hope for in a lifetime
full time position at BYU
and could say I1 had finished
however after I1 quit a fulltime
provo the lord brought me back to the library in salt lake
and in just twelve days
he led me by remarkable means to another 250 family lines
dor
I1 learned by this that if we will der
do our part he will give us the rest if we do
the work for these 2900 precious early members the lord will lead us to any other
records that may exist or even send back the people that not one will be lost
the extraction of the marriage records has produced nearly 20000 cards at
present and has a potential for 150000 to 200000 when all the films are finished
Kah ului maui family history center have
betty dumaran and lorraine kaya of the kahului
gonsalves
ponsalves
Pon
recently begun on a film in that set linda6fonsalves
saives
salves of the kauai family history
linda fon
piena and
center has also begun work on marriage records from her island jean plena
some friends from the single adult program will proofread
proof read the cards before
submission
this part of the program is going forward very well
the third project to emerge is the correlation of the chants on the computer so
that hawaiians everywhere can see the connections and the completed ordinances
this is a huge undertaking but with the help of nina yoshida adam and francis
forsythe jessie ching and other interested researchers we are moving along on
this
the intent is to bring together all the chants recorded in the hawaiian
language newspapers that have been published in edith McKin
mckinzies
mckinnies
zies books along
with those of abraham fornander samuel kamakau mary kawena
kacena pukui john papa
ii and others preserved in the bishop museum or the state archives we hope to
li
receive information that is had only in families at this point so that they can be
added to the total picture
the lord helped the hawaiian people to preserve a great
our job is to organize it on the computer find the gaps and provide the
heritage

work

TEMPLE WORK
templework

we have begun to put the names from
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all of these sources into the temple

we

have approached the four stake presidents in laie for permission to invite their
wards to participate
after the bishop and other leaders accept the involvement we
prepare a list of about 200 names and place them in the family file of the temple
under the name of the ward
they are then responsible to arrange for baptism
in
sea lings as if they were their own family lines
dealings
initiatory work endowments and sealings
we hope
this manner we have assigned about 2000 names over the last two months
to include all the stakes on the island in this effort
with everyones commitment
and dedication 1I believe we can exhaust all the record we have in three years clear
up the chants in about five years and then having done our all we can without
need for excuse ask the lord to give us the rest
when I1 pondered over why the early members had to be found now 1I was
impressed with a very clear thought
the lord is planning his return he wants his
we can help that happen by providing them with
hawaiian friends to be with him
their temple blessings
and as we act on the information provided to us and show the
lord we are true to his trust in us he will give us all the rest
this work is not for the millennium it is to prepare for the millennium it is
to make sure that all those converted in the spirit world by the teaching of those who
already have their ordinances like joseph smith george washington abraham
hakea
lincoln george Q cannon joseph F smith jonathan napela or even wakea
Ai kanaka umi a liloa
hiloa and others will be able to stand clothed with their ordinances
and testify of christ at his coming
that our hawaiian ancestors may have that great
privilege is the end to which we all should diligently work I1 testify in the name of

jesus christ

amen
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THE IMPACT OF HURRICANE INIKI ON THE LIFE
OF AN ISLAND AND ITS PEOPLE
steven R lee

kauai hawaii stake president

the

house is eerily quiet except for the slowly rising wail of the wind
the
minutes pass ever so slowly and the wind now begins to release its strength against
now
the house itself hitting against it like a child stomps the ground in frustration
the ceiling creaks and the walls begin to rock
the house begins to shake at first just
a vibration then a shudder and then finally with the feeling of a swelling force
about to burst the windows
there is a growing feeling of uncertainty will the
house stand or will our shelter be ripped apart and will we be sucked out into the
mark
dark wet howling wind
we sit in the darkness punctuated by the beam of flashlight it is the only
room in the house with no windows
a storage closet with no doorknob
the door is
held closed by a rope pushed through a hastily
drilled hole and tied into a knot
hastilydrilled
hopefully it will withstand the force of the wind that will follow if the roof blows off
the room itself was an afterthought just a way to use an open area left under the
stairway during construction of our home instead of leaving the space closed in we
placed a small door in the garage wall so we could store boxes we would soon say
grateful prayers in recognition that our afterthought was heavenguided
heaven guided
preparation for things to come
the room contains the three of us my wife our dog moki and myself only an
six by six foot space four feet high strained to hold our food
hour earlier this sixbysix
storage and many boxes of dianes beautiful christmas decorations carried from
around the world to our hawaii home faced with the arrival of what was already
known to be the fiercest hurricane ever to enter hawaiian waters the precious
decorations quickly joined the rest of the boxes that filled our garage replaced by
72 hour
flashlights candles scriptures family photos and our version of a 72hour

emergency

kit

the roads

are all empty save the cars of those foolhardy enough to ignore the
civil defense officials all but emergency services have been asked to stay off the
streets
the unthinkable was about to happen the second of two major hurricanes
most of the
was about to make a direct hit on kauai only ten years after the first
an organized panic
island had less than six hours notice that this was no false alarm
followed as thousands of tourists tried to leave the island and tens of thousands of
residents tried to stock up on essentials for hurricane survival
As the winds begin to shake the house we retreat to the safety of our little
iniki
eight hour siege of hurricane aniki
closet to await the anticipated eighthour
the wait in our
hiding place is increasingly difficult but our curiosity to see the source and effects
of the noises of destruction that surround us retreats in the face of common sense
and we stay
but then these softly spoken words from my wife make the fear of the
wind pale
for years my
honey there is a pain in my chest and it wont go away
heh
her to the
wife has had a heart condition and 1I immediately realize that 1I cannot take hei
we will remain in this little closet until the hurricane passes or takes our
hospital
lives
with a silent prayer that 1I may speak the words heavenly father would have
12

then as soon

me say 1I prepare to bless my wife

as 1I place my hands on her head

the

I1 know immediately that whatever
sweetest peace 1I have ever felt sweeps over me
happens will be the will of my heavenly father we will be in his hands live or die
1I quietly speak the words that come to my
we are ready for whatever is to come
heart and the immediate crisis passes
the following hours would see the total destruction of much of the natural
beauty of the garden island
miraculously only three people will lose their lives to
this terrible wind
kauai believed by many to be heavens most beautiful garden
will never be the same at least not in our lifetime
ancient trees beautiful valleys
hung with ferns and flowers and millions of bright
hues blossoms have been
brighthues
obliterated ripped from the rich earth
they disappeared to be replaced only by the
slow passage of time a forgiving earth the restoring rains and incredible human
effort
thousands of buildings placed by man including many of our neighbors
homes have been crushed and most including our own have been heavily damaged
suffering is everywhere yet tales of selflessness and heroism abound
there is no
no nothing
water no electricity no television no news
newsno
it has been wisely said it is an ill wind that blows no good
iniki
hurricane aniki
was a terrible wind but much good has arisen from the rubble that was kauai in the
september 12 1992 is a day that will live forever in the memories
aftermath of aniki
iniki
means a
aniki
iniki
of those old enough to remember the events of that fateful day
sharp piercing wind in the japanese language from which its name was taken
aniki
iniki lived up to its name and more leaving a thunderous destructive path on the
land and in the minds and lives of all who were on kauai to feel its fury but even as
the winds blew and homes were crashing around us individual lives were changed
and acts of sel
sei
fleis service and even heroism demonstrated that love and faith will
selfless
survive all obstacles that life sends our way
this paper will examine several areas of significance from a human and
historical perspective trying to derive some benefit from the lessons of surviving
aniki
hurricane iniki

GENERAL FACTS
the hurricane arrived on the 12th of september 1992 after being variously
predicted to miss hawaii altogether then to pass between oahu and kauai and finally
to be a direct hit along the southeast side of this island the worst of the storm
mid day and lasted for 6612
12 hours with much of the destruction
arrived about midday
coming at the very end of the storm after the passing of the eye of the hurricane
when the winds reversed direction and tore at the weakened remains of buildings
165 175 mph with
aniki carried sustained winds of 165175
iniki
ravaged by the earlier winds
gusts over 220 mph a record for hawaii
islands s homes were destroyed and
when the dust settled nearly 10 of the island
were left with major structural damage
fewer than 10 were spared
30 40
another 3040
entirely
thousands of utility poles were snapped like toothpicks broken off at the
ground
roads and highways were blocked by litter of the downed poles and power
water also was cut off to virtually all areas and what
was lost to the entire island
1I

telephone service was eliminated with a
water was left was usually contaminated
few inexplicable exceptional lines that remained connected to the mainland but not
bahu much of the outside world was in the dark about conditions on kauai for
oahu
several days until military relief flights began to touch down on kauai
kauais s power generating facilities are located at eleele some twenty miles
kauai
ipil
principal
principil
from the center of population state and county government facilities princ
medical facilities and the airport
the entire power grid from eleele to lihue had to
power was restored in
be restored before critical services could be reconnected
13

small areas at a time with the first major restorations occurring at the airport
wilcox hospital then the electric companys engineering department which became
power water and telephones
the nerve center of hurricane recovery on kauai
were restored slowly over the next 90
180 days to the majority of the islands
90180

families

the physical

damage to kauai translated immediately into an unemployment
nightmare
tourism directly or indirectly responsible for nearly 75 of the
employment on the island was wiped out
the single largest employer on kauai was
the hotels
only one hotel the hilton sustained little enough damage to remain open
but it was immediately taken over by FEMA the federal emergency management
association which controlled federal relief efforts
A year later only five hotels had
reopened and there was not even a firm estimate of when some of the others would
some properties were restored but not reopened because there was
reopen

insufficient tourist trade

able bodied men and few women obtained immediate jobs in construction
ablebodied

which began in earnest about six weeks after the hurricane
was delayed in early months by the sheer lack of materials
11
II

RESPONSES TO THE DISASTER

much recovery work

many public and private agencies and organizations responded promptly to
countyrun
run management
immediate problems were encountered in the county
the disaster
experienced professionals were hamstrung by the countys apparent
of the crisis
some groups left in
insistence on running almost everything in the early stages
frustration others left when mobilized manpower had nothing to do
the red cross
the salvation army and the food band of hawaii were notable exceptions they
remained active on kauai for many months
in terms of physical reconstruction
when the group called habitat for humanity
however the church excelled
announced the completion of its first home we had already either rebuilt or repaired
over 20 homes with major damage or destruction
the restoration work has
continued for many months and will continue until the level of work diminishes to
the point that crews cannot be kept busy
response from the church in salt lake city the first commercial
A
members of the
flights to kauai commenced four to five days after the hurricane
area presidency and the welfare department as well as the regional representative
and the mission president were on board and viewed the condition of the church
expenditures for emergency supplies
buildings and the membership in general
were authorized a chain of communication was established and the needs of
regular reports to salt lake city were made by both the
members were assessed
kauai stake and regional leaders of the church in honolulu
B
regional response elder donald L hallstrom regional
representative was on the first commercial flight with leaders from salt lake city
bahu which
after consulting with stake leaders he organized a food drive on oahu
supplied sufficient food for kauai members needs for several months until a
in regular
shipment from the bishops storehouse in colton california arrived
communications with the regional representative the needs and condition of the
members were regularly assessed
the first assistance after the commencement of
the food drive was the purchase of 12 generators two for each of the six freezers on a
they
rotating basis allowing maintenance of stored foods for an extended period
were also used to power washing machines also on a rotating basis allowing
members to have clean clothing
shirts with LDS church
the region also supplied hundreds of bright red Ttshirts
each volunteer or member who helped in the relief effort
aniki
iniki relief team
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received a shirt and the missionaries each received two as they were twice as active
as the members in the recovery effort
C
hawaii honolulu missions response hawaii received a new mission
president president and sister marlin A fairbourn just a few weeks before the
we had not even met him when the hurricane hit he was on the first
hurricane
flight with the general authorities and was very relieved to find all elders sisters
night
and the couple missionaries safe and well
in the coming months he did not lessen
the missionary force due to the lack of teaching opportunities but doubled it and put
them to work rebuilding the homes and lives of members and nonmembers alike
until the worst of the debris and confusion were removed they worked shoulder to
shoulder with members builders and other volunteers teaching when occasion
allowed and bringing great good will for the church and alleviating much
suffering
the sister missionaries were removed for their safety and due to the lack
of accommodations damaged in the hurricane
the couple missionaries were asked
to transfer due to some health concerns and the lack of power telephone and water
they knew their expertise was much needed in the
but they politely refused
operation of the bishops storehouse described below
they served valiantly and
were a great example to those often less than a third their age
D

stake response

assessment of food medical and shelter
immediate needs
needs was arranged in the first regular meetings between stake leaders and bishops
priesthood brethren were assigned to contact every member of the church and
complete an assessment of the needs odthe
ofthe
within 72 hours there had
of the members
plans were then
been a relatively complete written survey of the entire stake
formulated to meet all immediate needs
one of the early projects was the establishment of a bishops storehouse the
bishops storehouse was created at the direction of the church welfare department
there had never been a storehouse on kauai in setting up the storehouse we found
to our happy surprise that the lihue ward couple missionaries elder and sister james
wholesale retail
bridge of raymond alberta canada had their background in wholesaleretail
in short order the storehouse operations were set up efficiently
grocery operations
elder and sister bridge then minded the store with great skill they also dispensed
large doses of wisdom to the usually much younger and inexperienced stake leaders
each
and ward members who came as volunteers and patrons to the storehouse
saturday and often on wednesdays our unit relief society presidents and melchizedek
priesthood representatives would pick out one or two weeks worth of provisions for
two and a half months to use up
the families who received assistance
it took about twoandahalf
the food that was collected by the oahu stakes the last goods were used about the
brother debusca in honolulu storehouse
time the colton storehouse goods arrived
consulted with brother hjorten who runs the colton storehouse and devised a list of
commodities that would be consistent with general local eating habits and needs and
brother debusca
they developed projections and prepared the necessary shipment
then came to kauai and trained all bishops and relief society presidents in the
procedures form making needs assessments to taking orders to filling orders and
1

distribution

2

reconstruction program

next we adopted a reconstruction

program to help the members in greatest need and a reconstruction effort
stake disaster coordinator with construction and administrative skills was
we also set up a mechanism for each unit to appoint
brother joe blevins
forms were created for systematized
estimators and general contractors
and reporting
15

A
began
called
inspectors
inspection

our initial efforts were to those with no insurance and little or no money
most of the people we were helping are those with no insurance
and also for those

who have some insurance but have lost their jobs and cant afford to continue eating
and paying their electric bills and things like that
so the effort has been to help
those who cannot help themselves
those who are insured are assisted in getting
their homes covered up and sealed with plastic so that they dont lose any more than
we have another 25 who have major damage including structural
they have
damage to their homes
of these probably 15 have no insurance so we have a
many
core of about 50 uninsured families who have major or total loss situations
our biggest problem has been getting material so
more have significant damage
that we could do the work
off island members who are coming are basically
the offisland
we pick them up we house them we feed
providing their own transportation
them
and we provide them with most of the tools we encourage those with
construction skills to bring those of their tools that can be shipped by air
each unit in the stake appointed a ward disaster coordinator plus inspectors
assessors and estimators
these people worked together with the stake disaster
coordinator brother blevins and the bishops met regularly to coordinate and
reassess the needs of the stake
member contractors and laborers from all over
hawaii and even the west coast provided the manpower for reconstruction
the
bishops were the key to the success of the program and regular correlation allowed
some stakes used fast offering funds
a usually efficient construction program
wide were encouraged to give to pay airfare for workers who
which members state
statewide
generally the members who received the help
could not afford to fly back and forth
lodging
ing ranging
would feed the workers two meals per day and the unit provided lodi
from sleeping bags on the ground to empty hotel rooms
As those with the greatest needs were helped we added additional families to
we expect it will be two
man days of labor were volunteered
the list thousands of mandays
years before the planned reconstruction efforts are completed
3
use of church facilities each chapel in kauai was used in
shortly after the hurricane the
relief efforts even when they were damaged
non profit foundation
church was approached to serve as a distribution arm for a nonprofit
Ameri Cares
called americares
it was organized to obtain new manufactured goods to distribute
after natural disasters across the world
food medicines and dry goods were shipped
into kauai by the truckload and stored in the cultural hall of the stake center in

lihue

Hanalei
hanalei kapac
chapels and cultural halls in hanales
kapaa lihue kalaheo
kalaher and kekaha were

FEMA
used as distribution centers for everything from ice to baby food and clothing
hanales branch building as well as a feeding
set up a medical center in the small hanalei
hundreds
center in the cultural hall staffed for the most part by branch members
nordi shore of kauai were provided food and medical care that
of residents of the far north
would have otherwise been unavailable
aniki varied
individual responses
E
the response of individuals to iniki
responses depended in great part on the individuals connections to the
enormously
island most people born
bom or raised on kauai took the hurricane in stride A few who
were devastated by both iwa in 1982 and aniki
iniki in 1992 simply collected their
insurance and left
the great majority considered themselves lucky to be alive and
their neighbors do the same
helpedtheir
covered up what was left of their homes then helped
military personnel who flew over the island on the morning after the hurricane
tarps clearing away debris
were surprised to see hundreds of people on roofs with carps
they had been in florida after
and even beginning the rebuilding of homes
self help efforts instead of
hurricane andrew and were amazed at the immediate selfhelp
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waiting for government help as many in florida had done
As examples of the different responses to the devastation consider the
reactions of two women located a few miles form each other on the north shore
the
first was a woman found the morning after the hurricane sifting through the
rubble of what was once her home
almost nothing was left and she had no
insurance on the old family home when asked how she felt she said
today is the
my husband and children are alive and well 1I have
happiest day of my life
everything 1I need
on the same day just a few miles to the south a different story emerged A
once beautiful home on her gentlemens estate
woman exited the remains of the oncebeautiful
As she surveyed the devastation the loss was more than she could bear
she had
canceled her homeowners insurance just weeks before the hurricane and the
she returned inside her home found a gun and took
financial loss was enormous
her life
the material trappings of her life has assumed such an important role in
her life that she could not live without them
then there is the story of a man who is part of the stake family after many
years of hard work and having obtained a lot on hawaiian homes land he took off
nearly a year of work surviving on the funds his wife could earn in a small flower
he was within days of completion which was required
shop to build a family home
to be able to obtain insurance when the hurricane hit
all that was left when the
hurricane passed was a pile of rubble and lumber most of which was not
with no funds and no prospects he was asked what are you going to
recoverable
do
after a short pause a smile and a shrug of his shoulders he said we will start
through the help of many members of the church who volunteered labor
again
and donated supplies a smaller house is being built near the site of the old home
family life is being rebuilt along with the family home for this wonderful family
their story has been an inspiration to us all
many good church members were victims of the ravages of hurricane aniki
iniki
the scriptures teach us that the lord causes the rain to fall on the just and the unjust
alike
the scripture was borne out for us as well most resident began immediately to
but among the transient hotel workers casual
rebuild as circumstances allowed
many left the island as soon as they
laborers and wanderers it was a different story
could get a flight never to return
1111
ili
lii WHAT DID WE LEARN
when we think about living through a disaster we really have no idea what
nothing was as
we are talking about compared to the reality of living through one
we had anticipated
As we think back on the discussions about hurricanes before
aniki we remember various comments about the plans that people made in the
iniki
wake of the last disaster talk as we know is cheap virtually nobody had a
iniki
generator ready and standing by after hurricane aniki
the rest of us had to rely on
a generous friend or relatives on the mainland or find a contractor or someone else
with a spare unit to use for a few hours a day many stood in line for up to three days
in less than 10 years many people forgot all
to pay up to 3000 for a 600 generator
iniki was nearly
of the lessons of surviving a hurricane
when you consider that aniki
twice as powerful and many times more destructive than iwa there was really very

little effective planning
A
what characterizes a true disaster
1

there are little or no communications

you cannot pick
up the
pickup

telephone
the police and fire department had no phones the hospital had no
phones
if you had a cellular phone on kauai it was useless sometime after the
hurricane but cellular service was restored much sooner then normal telephone
17

service
shortly after the storm the church authorized obtaining cellular phones to
we obtained a dozen cellular telephones allowing
allow communication
communication with all units in the stake
our local company provided six phones
without cost and the others at a very reasonable cost
2
utilities
there are no utilities public utilities will frequently
not be available we had no power we had no water it took weeks to months to
restore water the same was true of power
six months after the hurricane cable
our roads were closed from a few days
television was still unavailable in some areas
to several months until the county crews and volunteer contractors cleared the

roadways

personal disasters thousands of people were made homeless
many people became sick from bad water and bad food
babies are born without even
the possibility of getting to a hospital
broken bones and heart attacks occurred in
greater numbers than before the hurricane
three deaths were attributed directly to
the hurricane
the number could easily have been many times more than that
some volunteers did more disservice than good when they tried to do things they
one farmer who got on his tractor and tried to clear a road
were not qualified to do
in the process he cut off electricity water and telephone to hundreds of peopled by
simply clearing the road to his chicken coops
B
planning challenges
seeds for disaster planning
we found we must learn to prepare our members to work with the civil
unless we are properly trained none of us knows anything about
authorities
dealing with roads or utilities or to effectively establish mass feeding or medical
we need to ask and then answer the question if you cant drive
treatment centers
you cant call and you cant cook what do you do
the answer is that we must
our plan must be
church based plan
cooperate with civil authorities and support a churchbased
clear prayerfully discussed and practiced
it must be reviewed often at least
annually
without a plan in place we will not survive a disaster well
our own lack of a plan was apparent from the outset of the recovery period
after the hurricane
it was worsened by the fact that the stake president was totally
isolated twelve miles from the centers of population government services and the
stake center he had no phone no power no water and no contact with the outside
correlation was poor three days after the hurricane we held our regularly
world
none of the high council appeared As they were
scheduled high council meeting
individually contacted many said they thought they should be taking care of their
families and neighborhoods rather then attending meetings
the usual isolation created by the loss of public services was lessened by
A telephone with mainland
pockets of services left available to some of our members
during the first weeks of hurricane recovery until repair
luring
connections in our home luning
it was
crews cut the line allowed many members to contact mainland families
several days after the hurricane before we discovered that salt lake city didnt know
in fact even honolulu didnt really know what was going
what was going on here
on
the was discovered on a weekend evening when the offices of the church were
closed we left messages with friends on the mainland to pass on to salt lake city
there were no deaths or major injuries to members the damage to our five buildings
varied from very minor to significant but not severe the members were being
provided for
within a few days we had general authorities on island
we cannot emphasize enough that our normal reporting procedures were not
we had to develop alternatives we adopted geographicallybased
geographically based
available to us
we assigned two high council members to each unit and one counselor
alternatives
in stakes where the members of the stake
in the presidency to each half of the stake
3
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presidency live close together but the stake is large there will be reporting
members tend to go to the bishop for
problems unless alternate methods are adopted
one third of our bishops were isolated there
advice and counsel in times of crisis
fore the disaster response program should include specific provisions for
alternative provisions for alternative communication methods so that all members
may contact a priesthood leader
this works best when neighborhood
representatives gather information and it is then passed to the bishop or designated
quorum leader who then reports to the stake or other preassigned
pre assigned leader
do not expect that your bishops will be available two of our bishops had
major damage to their homes
one home was totally destroyed and the bishop was
gone to a temporary shelter
half of the home teachers may have no
communications
their homes may be destroyed some of them may be dead there
must be an alternative reporting mechanism and more than one person in each
organization must be aware of all of its members and general disaster assignments so
we can report or meet
the chain of reporting must be at least a dual system we
have the usual system for home teaching and visiting teaching districts
we suggest
that this should be supplemented by a high councilbased
council based chain of reporting
one valuable tool in a time of disaster is a ham radio we had none because we
had no plan
As regards ham radio in particular few antennas were left standing
after the hurricane but they were repairable
when we consider whether to train
members in ham radio operation it is critical to have multiple operators
for two
years before the hurricane our stake members asked whether we had a ham radio
program who was supposed to operate it
how long has it been since anybody saw
it
what do we need to do to get one operating nobody knew and that ignorance
hurt us
an area of great planning concern is where our people should go in time of
our stake disaster plan requires
disaster whether hurricane tsunami or earthquake
each unit to determine the elevations of the various pans
parts of their wards and to locate
statedesignated
state designated civil defense shelters
where we go depends on the type of disaster
we anticipate so all alternatives should be studied
civil defense guidelines outline
the plan for the state and for each of the counties identifying the inundation zones
we have lost several
for tsunamis tidal waves and flood zones for heavy rainfall
people as a result of flooding due to rainfall on kauai during the last few years we
must realize that these disasters are real
real people must be a part of the
preparedness process including volunteering for civil defense positions and
knowing the condition of their homes as well as the location of public facilities
anticipated to be valuable in times of disaster
it was also interesting to learn that some things never change and the same
president D arthur haycock came
challenges we face today nave
have been faced before
to visit not long after the hurricane and told us of his experiences after the great
tidal wave in the late 1950s on kauai he charted a plane to kauai to haul food and
he then
supplies including frozen food from the bishops storehouse in honolulu
headed to the north shore the bridge over the wailua
kailua river was out he was ferried
over the river by a boat carrying all his supplies with him
he found another car
and went the rest of the way to hanalei
hanales and met the needs of the people As he was
waiting to get back to the airport he stopped at the county building in lihue having
nd that people had been looking for him the
completed his mission
found
he fou
authorities summoned him to meet with administrative officers of the county where
they
the red cross and salvation army and mayor and national guard were there
challenged him basically saying how dare you go out and render relief when we
are the official agency for rendering relief
he responded while you were sitting
I1
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down trying to form a committee we responded to the problem because we have a
program
he explained it to them and they were not only in awe but asked him to
dional needs
tional
organizational
participate in assisting in their own organiza
aniki changed the lives of
what we really want to convey in conclusion is how iniki
we are different now we have a much wider
the saints and many others on kauai
view of life and the world
like never before we appreciate the simple blessings of
our people have been devastated but they have been cleansed of many of lifes
life
nagging doubts petty weaknesses and halfhearted
half hearted attempts to live the gospel
like
the nephites
Nep hites we have repented
there is a concept in the history of the gospel on earth that some things
1I know hurricane
aniki came to pass
iniki
happen
while other things come to pass
it did not just happen
it was sent and it was sent for a purpose that we might
learn
and we are learning we have learned to follow the teachings of the apostle
paul that we may at last accept the chastisement of our mortal lives and finally even
we are a humbler and wiser people and better fitted for
rejoice in our afflictions
we hope our experiences may be of some benefit to those who have not
the last days
yet had such an experience but may face it in the future
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HAWAII PHYSICAL facilities
CHURCH OF JESUS CHRIST OF LATTERDAY
LATTER DAY SAINTS

glenn lung-

a

physical facilities milestone occurred within the LDS church in february
1977
temporal and ecclesiastical responsibilities were divided temporal was to be
headed by the presiding bishopric and the ecclesiastical arm of the church by the

remaining general

at

authorities

this time physical facilities was divided into domestic and international
operations and appropriate guidelines were set
approximately thirteen
international temporal areas were established
hawaii was selected as headquarters
for the hawaiipacific
hawaii pacific islands area the area included hawaii samoa tonga tahiti
fiji and micronesia hawaii was the only state grouped into an international area
the 1980 annual report showed the area consisting of six mission and twenty
nine stakes with about 90600 members
thirty two
the geographical area covers thirtytwo
million square miles
in the area there were 227 owned meetinghouses located in
seventeen different countries using twentytwo
twenty two languages and seven forms of
currency
to enable better balance on december 31 1980 tahiti and fiji were
transferred to the new zealand area
men
ill
lil
lii petty was selected as the first director for temporal affairs DTA in
merrill
menill
the new hawaiipacific
hawaii pacific islands area he laid the groundwork for the new
organization in early 1977 and then turned the leadership over to george merritt
brother merritt established the first area office at 715 south king street honolulu
HI in august 1977
he was succeeded by james pinegar under brother pinegar the
organization included physical facilities finance and records materials
management and welfare services
the need for greater office space and more centralization resulted in
tania
Bere
four story hawaii LDS office building at 1500 south peretania
construction of the fourstory
beretania
street honolulu hawaii it was occupied on june 12 1981 with the church utilizing
the first three floors
adney Y komatsu executive administrator relocated from
kahala to the third floor by december 1982 the hawaii honolulu mission moved its
other offices opened in the building
offices from pali highway to the fourth floor
were deseret mutual benefit association LDS employment center church education
system church legal counsel and the genealogy center
during this transition G
sterling nixon replaced brother pinegar as the DTA
due to lack of qualified contractors the LDS church operated one of the largest
approximately 300 construction employees
construction companies in the pacific
were employed with the majority located in samoa and tonga
however in hawaii
contractors were used
by 1983 enough contractors were available in tonga and
samoa that the church was able to phase out its construction teams
the concept of area presidencies was announced in july of 1984 and the result
was a major organizational change
hawaii pacific islands temporal area was
the hawaiipacific
moved from the presiding bishopric to the ecclesiastical australia area
still another major organizational change occurred in march of 1986 when
samoa and tonga transferred to the
the hawaiipacific
hawaii pacific islands areas was disbanded
australia area and micronesia to the new philippines area hawaii became part of
the north america west area which covered california and hawaii
the stunning
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closure of the area came at a time when this temporal area seemed to have
reached its pinnacle and was leading the international areas in several key
notice of
otice

performance

indicators

all remaining

LDS offices were consolidated to the fourth floor of the hawaii
LDS office building
these included the hawaii honolulu mission LDS social services
LDS employment center and the physical facilities office
the first three floors were
then rented to kapiolani medical center
under the new organization 1986 evan larsen became the first area
physical facilities representative APFR for the hawaiian islands
in addition to
coordinating all major and minor constructionrenovations of LDS meetinghouses
he also introduced and pioneered the custodian team concept in this area
after a
solid experience in the team concept one of the first preventive maintenance groups
in the area was organized on oahu
bahu january 1990 all custodians on oahu were
brought under supervision of the new PM supervisor steve dennis whose office also
managed minor building repairs under 2000
in july 1990 evan larsen was called
to preside over the japan okinawa mission and glenn lung was appointed as APFR
steve dennis relocated to california in july of 1991 the position was filled by

richard navas

LDS physical facilities has evolved in a tremendous way
it may be
remembered when local church units were required to provide fifty percent of the
cost of meetinghouse construction
this participation ratio went through
progressive phases which included the 7030 ration of the building mission program
under which hawaii was blessed not only with a new plant for the church college of
hawaii but about twentytwo
twenty two new chapels
with donated labor being allowed for the
twenty two chapels had become affordable
local thirty percent these twentytwo
the ratio
improved to 964 until the only remaining local qualifications were to meet the
required percentages of 1 full tithe payers and 2 sacrament meeting attendance
finally the only qualification was that the required sacrament meeting attendance
be met this coincided with the new church program in the US and canada it
even the attendance
covered ward and stake budget expenses from tithing
requirement was modified as new building designs by phases were developed
these
changes were made possible because of the increasing faithfulness of the church
members in paying their tithes
in a recent general priesthood meeting of general conference president
gordon B hinckley acknowledged the great income of the church
however in the
same talk he noted that most of the tithing was used to provide appropriate
meetinghouses for the saints
the physical facilities department not only uses the
largest portion of the tithing money but it also encompasses the bulk of the churchs
assets
hawaii has exercised a very active share of the tithing money spent by the

north america west area
attached is a list of hawaiis major projects completed or in progress the past
three years
major projects are defined as those costing in excess of 100000
twentythree
three on the
five meetinghouses on oahu and twenty
twentyfive
presently hawaii has twenty
upkeep of the facilities is workable only by the combined efforts
neighbor islands
of stake physical facilities representatives PFRs building PFRs member
never before have the saints in hawaii
involvement paid custodians and area staff
been blessed with more quality chapels in which to worship
such is the function and record of the physical facilities department in

hawaii

wherefore verily 1I say unto you that all things unto me are spiritual and not
2934
d&c 2934.
at any time have 1I given unto you a law which was temporal
dac
M
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LDS CHURCH
1 kahuku
kahuhu
2

12.3
123

179
3
Stake
468stake
468
48stake
48
4
Stake
235stake
235
5 gauula
hauula 134
13.4
134
6 gauula
laie
laie
lale
leie
lele
laie
lale

7

2

6

10

kailua

11

hawaii kai 12
kahalakaiinuki
kahalakaimuki

12
13

14

4

2

Stake
34
34stake
12
kailua 23

kaneobe
kaneohe
8 kaneohe
9

7

hauula 25
Kaha
kahaluu
luu
1

Wai
waimanalo
manalo

university

1

makikimanoa
Stake
WaikIkI
waikikistake
waiklklstake

WARDS ON OAHU

15 auwaiolimuhonolulu
16 Lanakila
Nuuanu
lanakllanuuanu
lanakilanuuanu
17 moanaluakalihi
slake
stake
moanaluakallhlstake
18 aieaaliamanuhalawa
aleaaliaoanuhalawa
19 newtown 12
pearl city 1

20
21
22

leewardualpahu 12
leewardvaipahu
stake
ewa beachmakakilo
beachhakakllo
makahawatanae
makahawalanae

Nana
12
nanakuli
kuli 1.2
12
waialua

23
wahlawa
wahiawa
24 waclawa
25 mililani 3

26

pearl city

2

Stake
mililani 12
12stake

WARDS OF LDS CHURCH

KAUAI
5

G

KAUAI

1
2
3
4
5

2
3

hanales
hanalei

kapaa
kapac 12
Stake
Lihue
lihuestake

HAUI
naul

kalaheo
kalaher
kekaha

MAUI

1
2
3
4
5

lahaina 12
kahului 12stake
12 Stake
kihei
makawaopukalani
hana

HAWAII
1 keel
eona
2 kona
Stake
3 honomakau
Hono makau
4 waimea
waimer
waiaea
5 honokaa

12
12stake

6 honomu
honolu
7

12 Stake
alnaolakilauea 12stake
ainaolakilauea

9

keanu pahoa
keaau

8B

hilokeaukahapanaewa

10 katl
kavi
ka I d
1

NOT PICTURED
MOLOKAI
MLOKAI

LANAI

kaunakakal
kaunakakai
hoolehua

lanai

7

4

EATI
hall
hail

af
meetinghousestakescope
rf project
meetinahousestake scope qf

action dates

apprpyint
awroximate

hilo missionary qtrs

new 2 BR residence

accepted dec 1992

vonwest
West
lanakila chapel Hon
honwest

Addition
Renovation
additionrenovation

accepted mar 1993

1250.000
1250000

new roof

complete mar 1993

350.000
350000

kona stake ctr kona

Renovation
Addition
additionrenovation

complete may 1993

1620.000
1620000

laic stake ctr laic

renovation

in construction

1250000

aircondition
air
condition chapel

in construction

150.000
150000

keel chapel kona

renovation

inconstruction
in construction

180.000
180000

kekaha chapel kauai

renovation

in construction

open ended

kalaheo
kalaher chapel kauai

renovation

c tion
consoni
in constni
construction

open ended

kauai stake ctr kauai

renovation

in construction

open ended

waimea
waitea chapel kona

new heritage

bid jun 1993

kahuhu chapel laie north
kahuku

Addition Renovation
additionrenovation

in design

kaneohe
kaneohc

gauula
hauula

122
1

Kaneohe
kaneohe

4 laie
laic
lale
l4laie
1

99.523
99523
99523

crt
crl

LDS hawaii major projects

over 100000

progress
com
feted or in Pro
completed
aress since april
eress
leted
adril 1990
1

av
approximate
proximate cost

Stake scope of protect
Meetinghouse
meetinghousestake
ideetinabousestake

action dates

kauai stake ctr kauai

Addition Renovation
additionrenovation

accepted jun 1990

459977
459.977
459977

waialua chapel mililani

Addition Renovation
additionrenovation

accepted jul 1990

685205
685.205
685205

gauula
hauula chapel laie

new sage building

accepted nov 1990

2634537
2.634537
2634537

accepted jul 1991

1255038
1.255038
1255038

ewa beach chapel walpa
hu Addition
waipahu
Renovation
additionrenovation
waipahuadditionrenovation
Waipa
mililani chapel mililani

new sage building

accepted oct 1991

2642666
2642.666
2642666

vonwest
hon W stake ctr HonWest
honwest

renovation

accepted jan 1992

1460.687
1460687

Kah ului
kihei chapel kahului

Renovation
Addition
additionrenovation

accepted mar 1992

kaunakakai chapel Kahului
kahului

Addition Renovation
additionrenovation

accepted jun 1992

1.396281
1396281

hilo stake ctr hilo

new cody building

accepted sep 1992

3720005
3720.005
3720005

kaneohe stake ctr kaneohe
Kaneohe

renewed parking

accepted sep 1992

250066

lot

785375
785.375
785375

meeting
meetinghousestakescope
housestake scope of project

action
aaion
aalon dates
dato

3 5 laie
gauula
hauula 2235

renovation

in design

honolulu tabernacle hon

aircondition
air
condition chapel

in design

kahala kaimuki chapel
honolulu

renovation

in design

pahoa keanu
keaau chapel hilo

Addition Renovation
additionrenovation

in design

hu
newtown chapel waipahu
Waipa

aircondition
air
condition chapel

in design

ohe
kaneohe
kahaluu chapel Kane

new heritage

in design

makau chapel kona
Hono
honomakau

Renovation
Addition
additionrenovation

in design

hu
kuli chapel waipahu
Nana
nanakuli
Waipa

new heritage

land purchased

sunset beach chapel laie N new heritage

land purchased

Kah ului
kahana chapel kahului

new heritage

land purchased

kalaba chapel kona
kalaoa

new heritage

land near purchase

keel chapel kona

new heritage

land near purchase

approximate cost

HISTORY OF THE LATTER
DAY SAINT CHURCH IN
LATTERDAY

KANEOHE HAWAII
may leinani parker au

when the first ten LDS missionaries arrived in honolulu harbor for the
sandwich islands mission december 12 1850 they were greatful
great ful to reach hawaii
safely
they walked up nuuanu pali passed king falls bathed in a stream and after

each picked up a rock formed a crude attar
altar sang a hymn then expressed their
president hiram clark offered a prayer asking that the lord would make a
feelings
speedy work in the hawaiian islands open an effectual door for the preaching of the
gospel confound the opposers
op posers help the elders to gather out the honest in heart and
spare their lives to return home in safety
the elders came down from the mountain and cast lots for areas of work
Clark
Whittle bahu
Molo kaii
biglermorris
Morris molokaii
clarkwhittle
Dixon Farrer kauai
Oa hu Bigler
oahu
dixonfarrer
Hawkins Blackwell hawaii and cannonkeeler
Cannon Keeler maui
hawkinsblackwell
for president clark later
changed assignments after some of the missionaries left home feeling they were not
Hawaii ans
called to preach to the hawaiians
those who stayed studied the native language
any history of the church in the koolau windward districts must include
the nine ahupuaa
Kane ohe
ahu puaa land division from mountain uplands to the sea of kaneohe
ahuguaa
aea waiahole waikane
Haki puu and kualou
Kaha luu waihee kaalakea
Wai kane hakipuu
waisane
khalou
kualod
kahaluu
these areas
kaalaea
Kaal
were reorganized as the most productive on oahu
bahu having abundant terraces of taro
great varieties of fruit trees and crops of sweet potatoes sugarcane
sug arcane bananas and
Kane ohe bay were also highly productive due to the twenty
coconuts
the waters of kaneohe
three fish ponds the hawaiians built and worked
the hawaiian principle
malama aina the conserving and taking care of the resources resulted in the
malamaaina
bahu population koolau was the
koolau supporting a large concentration of the oahu
bread
basket of oahu
breadbasket
bahu
when foreigners arrived the diseases they brought devastated the hawaiian
kuheana act of 1850 opened the way for
population
kahele of 1848 and the kuleana
the great mahele
very little land went
foreign resident merchants to purchase large amounts of land
foreignresident
large sugar rice and pineapple plantations
for the common hawaiian farmer
such was the condition of affairs when the LDS
appeared and commercialism began
missionaries set out for the different areas

missionary

HISTORY
on 16 june 1851 elders william farrer and henry bigler left honolulu for
Kane ohe and over a period of five
koolau oahu
bahu they were put up by mr lihue in kaneohe
kane kahana gauula
waikane
waisane
hauula and laie he
weeks elder farrer walked to the areas of Wai
on the way
Hau
ula and kealoha
baptized JWH kauahi gauula
hauula
EARLY

laie

upon his return trip via kahanahakipuu farrer tried to arrange with
reverend john emerson of the calvinistic church a place for meetings but was
in spite of opposition elder farrer and brother kauahi pressed on in the
denied
four converts within three days
twentyfour
work at hakipuu
Haki puu successfully baptizing twenty
beginning october 21 1851
Haki puu but the
the hawaiian converts were preparing a meeting lanai in hakipuu
konohikk
calvinists and konohiki
kono hiki landlord of royal lands threatened to destroy the structure
on 2 november 1851 elders
and take away the land from the hoa
aina tenant
hoaaina
puu and organized a branch
hoid three meetings in Haki
hold
heid
hakipuu
fanfer
farrer
faffer and bigler held
lewis panner
28

the very first on bahu
leshena
oahu brother simeon Makau
laula was ordained a teacher leuhena
makaulaula
kuahilani and meliki zadeka
saints
hadeka kanakohilau deacons and solomon sabati clerk
from gauula
punalua
Puna luu were present and sacrament was administered
hauula and punaluu
on november 2 1851 a woman named nanamalu
Haki puu
Kono hiki of hakipuu
Nan amalu the konohiki
entered the meetinghouse and forbade elder farrer from holding more meetings
she had orders form Ka
kaanana
inana a chief in honolulu who owned the land to drive
kainana
farrer from Haki
puu and forbid the natives from joining the church the elders
hakipuu
were accused of preaching without consent and for speaking against the hawaiian
monarchy
ohe and learned that bigler who lived with mr
farrer went to Kane
kaneohe
lihue was being threatened by a protestant missionary named mr parker elder
fanner quickly went to honolulu to get a copy of the permit to preach from president
fanfer
faffer
farrer
philip B lewis the two elders and president lewis met with chief kainana
kaanana owner
puu land to show him the permit signed by armstrong the minister of
of Haki
hakipuu
public instruction
Nan amalu and sent a
kaanana finally rescinded his orders to nanamalu
kainana
letter permitting meetings but forbade the erection of buildings on his land
fanner
fanfer
puu in april 1852 but it
farrer attempted to establish a school at Haki
hakipuu
elder faffer
was shortlived
after a few days no students attended
short lived
A great revival occurred when elder bigler assisted by elder paku and priest
isaaca baptized seventy persons on april 4 1853 and organized another branch
isaaka
which may have been in heeia
that same year
hedia re march 13 1854 conference
priestset
Pries tset apart to assist
bigler with the assistance of george T parker ordained priestlet
elder farrer in mission field baptized a large number of converts and organized a
forty one members
elder paku baptized
branch of the church at Kaha
kahaluu
luu with fortyone
forty eight souls in june
fortyeight
sunday june 19 1853 about a hundred saints from different parts of the
Kane ohe
koolau district met with elders farrer bigler and paku who organized the kaneohe
branch
the elders continued to ordain native converts to the priesthood as the

membership steadily increased
monday march 13 1854 a conference was held at heeia
bahu where henry
hedia oahu
bigler was sustained president of oahu
bahu and philip B lewis as president of the
it was reported
mission with nathan tanner and thomas karren as his counselors
that the branches on oahu
bahu were generally in good condition
saturday june 20 1857 elders smith thurston and henry P richards left
Wai kane
Kaha luu waikane
Kane ohe kahaluu
waisane
when they stopped in kaneohe
honolulu to tour the island
Haki
puu they noted that the branches were poorly attended the overall spiritual
hakipuu
condition of the saints on oahu
bahu was reported to be in a very weak and backward
many members apostatized leaving the church almost daily because of the
state
influence of their calvinistic friends and ancient hula dancing
we know that 1
several events affected the saints during this period
president brigham young in letters dated november 1857 and february 1858
recalled all the elders of the hawaiian mission home to utah because of the growing
the
threat to the mormon cause and unfavorable reports from the hawaiian mission
announcement generated much sadness among the faithful few saints who loved the
no records from 1I may
church and believed strongly in the gospel of jesus christ 2
3
1864 4
18611864
1858 to july 1861
the hawaiian
the walter murray gibson era 1861
mission was reorganized with american elders sent from utah which resulted in the
founding of kahana branch
5
gathcring
ering
cring place 1865
gath
founding of laie a new gathering
1874 october 2 1878 a new chapel was dedicated
ohana left on a tour of
kaleohano
kaleohana
friday may 17 1878 elders henry P richards and Kale
Kane ohe branch
Naka puahi kaneohe
puu branch president nakapuahi
hakipuu
the island and visited Haki
president robert brown and held meetings ordaining several of the native elders to
29

offices in the priesthood

by july

hawaiian mission consisted of eightyone
eighty one branches the
elder andrew jenson and a new system of record
on reports of december 31 1894
aea thirtyfive
thirty five
kaalakea
kaalaea
Kaal
Kane
twenty
enty seven members no meeting house
ohe tw
twentyseven
kaneohe
comparative note laie three hundred sixtyfour
sixty four members one chapel kahana one
hundred fiftyfour
fifty four members one chapel
sister olivia kawelo padeken of the joseph kawelo family in kahaluu
Kaha luu explains
grandpa george manuia galbraith was a staunch member mamas hilda H
galbraith kawelo family kuku Nakapuahi
nakapuahi donated land at kaalakea
aea to the mormon
Kaal
kaalaea
1I was located on a small knoll
church for a meeting house
now pulama
aulama road in
47 804 kamehameha highway
back of the present lam ho residence at 47804
it was a
simple one room wood frame corrugated tin roof building outfitted with simple
crude benches
sometime in the early 1930s the church building fell apart from
kuna leeward winds and there was no money for repair or upkeep sunday school
kona
the
mission history was closed by
keeping was introduced based
members one meeting house
15

1895

was then moved to members

homes

sister elizabeth esther kaaihue kam member of waianae
Wai anae first ward waipahu
waialae
1I
441
hawaii stake remembers her earlier memories of the church in Kane
ohe
kaneohe

remember going to church with mama and whenever it rained the noise on the tin
roof of the kaalaea
kaalakea
Kaal aea meetinghouse would drown out our voices in singing and
speaking what a joy it was to see sister hilda hoohila galbraith kawelo come in with
her children and fill our humble meetinghouse
she led us in song brother sam pua
haaheo and a companion would come from kahana branch every sunday to conduct
services and teach us
in 1930 brothers louis samson and george kailiwai conducted
sunday school vith
with
kith fifteen members
an important date in my book of remembrance which I1 hold sacred is
january 30 1934 the day of my baptism it was also when the kaneohe relief society
was organized by sister eliza nainoa salm hawaiian mission relief society president
Kane ohe branch was truly the greatest event of my life
becoming a member of kaneohe
baptism was performed by brother sam pua haaheo in luluku stream the whole
branch was present singing hymns led by sister elsie davis
another special event
presidents the
of the mission was initiated by sister salm to all of the relief society presidentsthe
pal system we would pick a paper with a name on it it was our duty to see that our
pal
pai
sure she was cared for in sickness and
wai
wal
tal was never in want of anything to make
she would always have a way to church 1I truly felt like 1I was my sisters keeper in
the old days worthy members of relief society were interviewed by the branch
president or bishop then received an identification card for fifty cents
it was
I1 have been fortunate to witness the works of the lord and 1I close
renewed annually
with my testimony of his goodness and grace

bahu stake
the oahu

BRANCH HISTORY
of zion was organized june 30

at which time Kane
ohe
kaneohe
branch president who was

1935

became an independent branch with sam pua haaheo
set apart by president heber J grant george kailiwai first counselor robert davis
william kahumoku became branch
second counselor were appointed august 20th

clerk october 15th
on august 29 1936 john F butler was set apart as branch president by stake
president ralph E woolley
gregorio benlaoro second counselor and william

at branch conference march 14 1937
kahumoku were appointed december 31 1936
brother benlaoro became first counselor george punohu second counselor and
rachael naehu branch clerk
Kaha luu remembers the early days in
sister margaret lemn
leuin parker of kahaluu
lenin
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our family moved to Kaha
kahaluu
luu in 1936 when there was no
meeting house for the saints
Kane
ohe branch included the areas of heeia
kaneohe
hedia
Kaha
aea waiahole Wai
kahaluu
luu waihee kaalakea
kane hakipu and kualoa
kaalaea
Kaal
waikane
waisane
kaaloa we were few in
numbers but great in spirit
members from kailua and waimanalo
Wai manalo often joined with
Kane ohe in cottage meetings and sunday school
we met in the homes garages and
kaneohe
lanai of the butler kahumoku and schilling families
sunday school classes were
Kane ohe branch
kaneohe

often outdoors and if it rained we moved under the eaves of houses
in those days
our missionaries walked and when nightfall came they would ask membersnon
members for permission to sleep in a garage or shed for the night
people in the
area were very kind and shared simple meals with the elders
baptisms were done in the ocean fronting our Kaha
Kamoo
alii
kahaluu
kamooalii
luu home kamohalii
stream and luluku stream and blue lake by judge kellets house on kapalai
kapawai road
when brother clinton J kanahele moved from laie to kaneohe
Kane ohe as
principal of benjamin parker school K 12 the members were permitted to meet in
the classrooms next to his cottage on the school grounds
1 I shall
never forget that fateful sunday morning on december 7 1941
during sunday school we heard and felt explosions from mokapu kaneohe
Kane ohe marine
corp air station and heard airplanes
A policeman ran into the building and
II
ordered all of us to go home immediately oahu was under attack after world war 11
started our lives were filled with blackouts curfews gas masks air
raid shelters
airraid
evacuation drills and ration cards
but the lord continued to be our constant anchor
and comfort
after the war we continued to meet in the auditorium now the

cafeteria of benjamin parker school
upon approval from the first presidency march 3 1943 15.57
1557 acres of land
Kane ohe at 45154
Wai kalua road from the kaneohe
45 154 waikalua
were purchased in kaneohe
Kane ohe company
6000.00 the land was earmarked for the expansion of the welfare
ltd at a cost of 600000
program and a branch chapel site
the member were to provide financial assistance
many fundraising
fund raising projects were held
and physical labor to build upon the premises
to obtain money for the building fund
the saints still met at benjamin parker

school

wooden frame building
during the january 1954 quarter a surplus military woodenframe
was purchased for the purpose of converting it into a meeting house for the branch
A quonset hut was also purchased to be used as a poi mill on the welfare farm at the
june 30 1954 renovation of the building was in progress and
Wei kalua property
weikalua
president edward L clissold called upon the members to donate their time talents

more than 3160 hours were donated
september 5 1954 the members moved from benjamin parker school to the
remodeled sunday school building
the main part of the building was not yet
and means

complete

WARD HISTORY
Kane
ohe branch was organized as a ward in the oahu stake on november 21
kaneohe
1954 with samuel kekuaokalani as bishop
nine months later august 28 1955
ohe a special dinner
in Kane
Kane ohe came under the new honolulu stake
kaneohe
kaneohe
invitation was sent to members who had a strong testimony and could be relied upon
ohe ward
bishop carl sorenson
to help solve financial problems involving the Kane
kaneohe

and high councilmen noel taylor and samuel kekuaokalani felt the membership
should unite and through their own faith and donations there would be no need for
fund raising projects
brother kekuaokalani spoke concerning the spirit he felt
fundraising
present at the meeting and bore his strong testimony to the fact that the faithful
gathered there would rise and meet the financial obligation
the members gathered
many felt it was a miracle because over three thousand dollars was
and did just that
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donated in cash and the balance was pledged to be paid before july 1962
the
obligation was met and erased by the faithful of Kane
ohe ward through their
kaneohe
spiritual strength and belief in the gospel of jesus christ when bishop sorenson
presented a check for 5090.26
509026 on june 10 1962 to the stake president ward
population was at 1023 in march of 1964 so the ward was divided with hal hess as
bishop of kaneohe
Kane ohe 11
II
november 7 1967 an early morning fire caused by faulty wiring and fanned
by unusually heavy winds completely destroyed the Kane
A total loss of
ohe church
kaneohe
records and all other contents caused great sadness
it is also interesting to note that
in the year prior august 1 1966 a huge fire destroyed the main complex of
benjamin parker school which contained forty years of irreplaceable records
victoria kalikookamaile karratti kekuaokalani widow of bishop sam recalls
when russell robinson construction supervisor renovated the wooden building
for our chapel he was inspired to install the picture window facing the beautiful
koolau mountains after the church burned someone gathered the glass chips and
made a star mosaic it is one of my most precious possessions 1I have placed it in the
versi ty hawaii
universe
university
Kane ohe had so many wonderful
universi
archives at brigham young Uni
kaneohe
we had all kinds of fundraising
fund raising activities and everyone was so willing to
members
help through fairs bazaars carnivals dances recitals put on pageants and quilt
show kulogo
kulolo laudau
laulau kalua pig haupia
hauhia sweetbread and baked goods sales and several
luau and dinners
all proceeds went toward the building and budget funds dad
bishop sam knew everyone in the community and they were always willing to
parker methodist church let us use their facilities for functions local
help too
farmers gave technical assistance at the welfare farm where we raised banana taro
in the good old days we worked hard but the experiences
peanut and other crops
I1 will always love kaneohe
Kane ohe
made us stronger and bond together
after the fire other wards in the stake helped provide song books and other
equipment until supplies were rushed from general headquarters in salt lake city
meetings were held at castle high school cafetorium
bishops sam kekuaokalani and
ful for church and community support with two bazaars held
greatful
alfred liu were great
after the fire to help raise funds honolulu stake president max moody asked all the
Kane
ohe members to pledge one months salary towards the building fund
people
kaneohe
did not have much money but were willing to make sacrifices
another disaster was
Kane ohe when high winds in 1969 blew down most of the banana trees on the
dealt kaneohe
welfare farm
plans for the proposed one
ohe stake house was
half million dollar Kane
onehalf
kaneohe
ohe hawaii stake consisting of Kane
speeded up since
ohe first
kaneohe
kaneohe
since the fire the Kane
Wai manalo wards was established
and second kailua first and second and guam and waimanalo
november 21 1971 when honolulu hawaii stake was divided robert H finlayson
was sustained as the new stake president
on october 17 1976 the kaneohe
Kane ohe stake center at 461117
46 1117 halaulani
Halaulani street
Kane
ohe was dedicated
elder john groberg first quorum of the seventy presided
kaneohe
the dedicatory prayer was offered by stake president A robert schutte
october 19 1980 guam ward was moved to the micronesian mission and
Kane ohe third and fourth wards were formed
kaneohe
Wai kalua property on february
A ground breaking ceremony was held at the waikalua
19 1983 and the new chapel was dedicated june 17 1984 by stake president A robert
Wai kalua chapel and
Kane ohe first and second wards were assigned to waikalua
schutte kaneohe
third and fourth wards to the stake center
don J heinz became new stake president on 19 may 1985 elder howard W

hunter presided
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the stake center

closed for renovations from november 1987 through mid
1988
Wai kalua meetinghouse until the stake center
therefore all wards met at the waikalua
was rededicated
re
Kane ohe boundaries were realigned and kahaluu ward
dedicated in august kaneohe
was formed
on april 19 1992 james A hallstrom jr was sustained as stake president of
current bishops in 1993 are francis soon kahaluu ward peter M piena
Kane ohe
plena
kaneohe
Kane ohe first george poliahu kaneohe second terrence miyahana kaneohe
kaneohe
Kane ohe
ohe fourth scott whiting kailua first darl S
third vaughn K chong sr Kane
kaneohe
gleed kailua second richard N holokahi kailua third and bruce mossman
present membership of the five Kane
Wai manalo
waimanalo
ohe wards 2010
kaneohe
1I
sister margaret lemn parkers journal entry offers a poignant closing
I1 have learned much about life as a
have found my place in the sun
have you
sunhave
I1 know what it is to gain a sincere sense of accomplishment
member of the church
I1 have known love
through hard work to study diligently in seeking knowledge
and what it is to be loved I1 have learned patience and to be at peace with god 1I have
seen many young boys and girls grow up to be great leaders in our church
I1 know
1I1I have
what it is to share my happiness and to celebrate the good things with others
known deep sorrow through sickness and death and to weep with others who mourn
1I have learned to discipline myself for good and to love others and be kind and
I1 know the love of recordkeeping
I1 know I1 am
record keeping of families and dear ones
gentle
nothing and as to my strength I1 will not boast of myself but with my god can do all
I1 praise my god from whom all my endless blessings now
flow
how
things
in writing this report I1 have tried to reflect as accurate as possible the
Kane ohe
although incomplete because there are still
history of the LDS church in kaneohe
now I1 have a
many untold stories the experience has been immensely rewarding
greater and more sincere appreciation for the early missionaries and the church
ohe stake in this
members who struggled to nurture each other and build the Kane
kaneohe
part of the lords vineyard
1I request that this paper be accepted in the files of the mormon pacific
historical society MPHS the fourteenth annual conference april 24 1993 held at

kalihi chapel honolulu hawaii west stake
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definition
HAKIPUU

OF HAWAIIAN PLACE NAMES

famous home of the great navigator kahai who among his notable
exploits went to samoa and brought back the breadfruit
he was greatly

honored and when sailing did not have to lower his sail even to kings
kamehameha the great in sailing past Haki
puu lowered his sail in
hakipuu
respect to kahais memory

HEEIA

HONOLULU

traditionally associated with the foster son of the goddess
tsunami type
hedia was named in commemoration of the tsunamitype
heeia
washed haumea and others into the sea
they swam until
finally washed ashore at kapapa island in Kane
ohe bay
kaneohe

haumea
wave that

they were
pukui 1928

protected bay

KAWLAEA the ocherous earth
KAALAEA

red colored mineral soil

KAHALUU
KAHALUT

diving place

KANEOHE

bamboo husband
husband s
legend says that a woman compared her husbands
cruelty to the cutting edge of a bamboo knife

KONA

leeward side of the island

KOOLAU

windward side of the island

KUALOA

long back

one of the most sacred places on the island of oahu
bahu where
ula and kaua kahi 0 kahoowaa were
the holy drums of Kapahu
kapahuula
kaaloa all canoes
sounded
fornander said when a chief was residing at kualoa
kamakau noted that kualoa
had to lower their masts when passing
kaaloa was
a place of refuge where those seeking sanctuary could not be seized and

killed
LABE
LAEE

ie leaf

WAIAHOLE

abole
ahole

WAIKANE

water of kane one of the four major hawaiian gods
ancestor of chiefs and commoners

fish

water
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god of creation
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THE MEEK DID NOT INHERIT THE EARTH
1928 LAIE BEACH FRONT
THE 1927
19271928
SALE AND LAWSUIT

lance davis chase

THE thebackground
background

one of the

sticky wickets 1I had to negotiate as a mormon bishop was the
request by a ward member for a blessing to assist him in his suit against LDS social
A case with wider implications was a profitable lawsuit of the church
services
BYU H which led to that persons voluntary
entities in laie by a former student at BYUH
withdrawal from the church
in 1927 zions securities sold all of the beach front
property in laie to non
member owned pacific trust company limited for 275000
nonmember
resulting in a suit being brought by church members on oahu
bahu 1 the results merited
Mo
only a paragraph in moramona
ramona the history of the LDS church in hawaii by R lanier
moratona
britsch but the implications of the sale are enormous for laie residents and millions
of hawaii visitors
after the fiasco involving walter murray gibson on lanai and the resulting
loss of that island as a gathering place in 1865 more than six thousand acres of land
over the
were purchased by the church in laie and a new gathering place began
kuheana land were sold to various laie
sixty two years more than thirty plots of kuleana
next sixtytwo
residents by the plantation managers and zions security 2 none of this land was
beach front that apparently not being considered a suitable place for homes in those

days

1865 1919 the plantation
mission president in laie
during the time from 18651919
plantationmission
then in
administered the spiritual and temporal affairs of the church in hawaii
1919 responsibilities of the plantation and mission were separated
two years later
long time plantation manager samuel E woolley was released and son of first
presidency member anthony W ivins antoine R ivins by 1931 himself a general
in 1922 zions securities corporation
authority was appointed plantation manager
by 1927
religious property of the church
was established to manage the non
nonreligious
plantation debts having mounted zions sold the two miles of laie beachfront in an
attempt to pay or at least reduce the debts the property was advertised at from 29 12

Mo
ramona 152 1I have in my possession a copy of the deed for 1
R lanier britsch moramona
moratona
paid to zions securities by pacific trust for the property exchange but 1I have been unable despite
several long searches at the bureau of conveyances in honolulu to locate the document describing
the 275000
275.000 transaction the executive to whom 1I spoke at LDS church archives in salt lake
like
275000
city was very pleasant during several phone conversations concerning this matter but he neither
returned my calls nor answered my letter requesting information
1

i

application 772 land court of hawaii 1927 p 36 this 150 page document recounts
the application by pacific trust for title to the beachfront property and the resulting suit by
george K kekauoha hereafter it will be referred to as trial A copy is now at BYUH
BYU H archives
thanks to rex fransen
2
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to 40 cents per square foot depending on lot size 3 since that time the value of that
property has escalated over 15000 per cent and in 1993 it sells for 55 a square foot 4

the

agent for the sale was pacific trust company of honolulu and title of the
land was conveyed to them for one dollar
the beach front was divided up into eighty
two lots varying in size from 7000 to 147000 square feet A booklet of text and
photographs was produced advertising the virtues of the area marked coolness
throughout the year and absence of midday or afternoon glare 5

THE MAN

at

pekuniahi kehaieuanelio kekauoha enters the picture
this point george pekuniahi6
brother kekauoha was the son of a true hawaiian pioneer the prolific hosea nahinu
coloa kauai perhaps in 1835 hosea joined the church in 1871
kekauoha born in koloa
being ordained an elder two years later and moving to laie around 1876 with his
family among them five year old george
educated through the eighth grade the
boy grew up in laie at least until his family migrated to iokepa
iosepa in skull valley utah
losepa
in 1890
by 1914 george pekuniahi was listed in the honolulu city directory as a self
educated lawyer his daughter edith kaninau informed me he never went to law
1916 george is listed in the directory as supervisor of the road
19151916
school
in 1915
department in laie
between 1916 and 1920 something occurred in georges life to cause him to
anae
waianae
leave laie and to homestead land across the island in Wai
waialae
there are several
possible motives but it seems likely george would not have made such a move lightly
iokepa to hawaiians
Hawaii ans made a statement in the early 1880s
iosepa
joseph F smith the beloved losepa
to the laie hawaiians to remain in laie and not desert the plantation
this counsel
may well have been known to george nearly forty years later

my brothers and sisters do not leave this land for this
place has been chosen by the lord as a gathering place
latter day
for the saints of the church of jesus christ of latterday
saints in hawaii nei do not complain because of the
many trials which come to you because of the barrenness
of the land the lack of water the scarcity of foods to which
you are accustomed and poverty as well
be patient for the
day is coming when this land will become a most beautiful

water shall spring forth in abundance and upon
land
this barren land you now see the saints will build homes

Un
unnumbered
unumbered
umbered page of a sales brochure charles J pietsch LTD realtor in my possession
this booklet contains about twelve photos and accompanying promotional advertisement it was
pietsch
pletsc
originally issued by pacific trust and pletsch
Pietschss name is simply pasted over the top of pacific
3

trusts

4

information acquired from realtor choon james of laie april 1993

september
augustseptember
the first virtue the puff piece writer either did not consider august
warmed up considerably since 1927
the second
temperatures and humidity or else the earth has wanned
virtue 1I seem to have simply overlooked during my twenty years in laie

cannon

5

of

6

georges second given name pekuniahi

is hawaiian for cannon
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as in george quayle

taro will be planted there will be plenty to eat and drink
many trees will be planted and this place will become
verdant the fragrance of flowers will fill the air and trees
which are now seen growing on the mountains will be moved
by the saints and will grow in this place near the sea and
because of the great beauty of the land birds will come here
and sing their songs

and upon this place the glory of the lord will rest to bless
the saints who believe in him and keep his commandments
and there are some in this house who will live to see all
these things fulfilled

which 1I have spoken from the

lord

therefore do not waver work with patience continue on

stand firm keep the commandments and also the laws of
the gathering and you will receive greater blessings
both spiritual and temporal than you now enjoy or have
ail 7
ali
enjoyed in the past may the lord be with us all

assuming george knew of this promise why did he move away
there are
kekauoha family members have suggested that rents for
several answers possible
the land in laie were raised to levels george felt exhorbitant 8 there was new
leadership in laie and possibly the new pharoahs did not remember george
another possibility is that george was promised a magistrates position if he moved to
waianae coast by 1922 george was a
the dry and then relatively unpopulated waialae
magistrate for he is so listed in the city directory for that year remaining in that
finally there was considerable agitation throughout george
position until 1931
ans who
hawaiians
kekauohas adult life for programs which might help and save the Hawaii
were declining in population to dangerously low levels and who were at the bottom of
the socio
economic ladder
legislation was passed such as the hawaiian homes
socioeconomic
commission act of july 9 1921 to provide homestead land for hawaiians but in most
instances the haole power brokers were able to shape the legislation so that the land
available did not readily lend itself to farming 9 subsequent events demonstrate that
george may have regarded zions securities as part of the power structure and

david W cummings centennial history of laie no pagination the exact source of this
internal evidence suggests if president smith did actually say it it was
quotation is unknown
when he was living in laie in the early 1880s on the underground
former hawaii missionary
harold L davis says the above prophecy probably applied to the saints at josepa in utah BYU S
19931
81
108
33 no 1 1993
81108
7

liard
wiliard
Wi ilard
willard
kekauoha whose late husband diliard
is from information given me by nadine kakauoha
was the grandson of george K kekauoha xeroxed sheets in my possession
8

this

9

melody K mackenzie ed

native hawaiian rights handbook 1991 p 48
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1
unlikely to be his ally 10
whatever the reasons for his move around the island george kekauoha
purchased five lots to talling approximately fifty acres of lualualei
lei homestead land in
Lualua
anae 11 with the help of some of his extended family whom he unsuccessfully
Wai
waianae
waialae
encouraged to join him in Wai
anae he constructed a home on at least one of the lots
waianae
waialae
and also according to his son warren a small chapel on his land 12 1I have been
unable to determine whether george served as a church officer but georges
daughter edith believed he did the manuscript history of the hawaiian mission
states that george pekuniahi kekauoha
was ordained an elder by alma W king 16
july 1923 13 the question arises as to why george was not ordained an elder until age
fifty in his court deposition he testified that he had been an active church member
1I can only speculate that
for forty years and remained so as of september 2nd
and 1927
george kekauoha was directly involved in the dedication on april 28 1929 of the
lei chapel which had been under construction for some time 14 this could be
lualualei
Lualua
the one his children said he built on his own land
it appears likely george
continued to be active in the church until his death at the home of his niece hattie
mcfarlane in honolulu on april 16 1934 he was only sixty one

THE COURT CASE

application 772 to the land court of the territory of hawaii was filed april 19
pacific trust company limited of honolulu was
1927 and runs to 150 pages
attempting to register and confirm its title to the laie beach front property
at that
time it was necessary for an apparently independent court examiner to determine
the viability of the case
the name of this person is illegible on the record but the
report surely was significant for george kekauoha 15
the eight page examiners report traced the legal history of the original laie
land purchase in 1865
the examiner found flaws in the mormon churchs title to the
land determining that the land was held by individuals like original purchaser
george nebeker personally rather then in trust for the church
the examiner
and 1927 that the deed from the trusteeintrust
trustee in trust to zions
concluded on june 2nd

despite the change in posture of zions securities since lucky fonoimoana became local
manager in 1991 the hostility felt toward zions in laie especially by some old time residents is
still present my own negotiations with zions some ten years ago reinforced the view of zions as
10

adversarial
11

trial

12

warren kekauoha georges 71 year old son told me this march 20 1993
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manuscript history of the hawaii mission hereafter noted as MHHM whether george
his
had already stopped using pekuniahi by this time is unclear he later dropped the name from bis
signature at least
13

14

MHHM

15
is

trial 229

28

april 1929

anae
Wai
waianae
lei is a district within waialae
lualualei
Lualua
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securities did not convey good title to the laie land 16
it has probably always been true that justice can be bought but not zions
securities must have determined by those who do not persevere
despite the adverse
ruling of the examiner the attorneys retained by pacific trust smith warren
stanley and vitousek determined by july 25 1927 to proceed with the application
for registered title 17 whether zions or pacific trust already knew their application
would be contested is unclear
but on august 20th 1927 pacific trust filed a motion
for general default probably hoping that no one would travel to honolulu to contest
their application for title
laieans who
the motion was specifically directed to five laicans
by this time must have made their objection to the land sale clear for they are
specifically named in the motion
they were george K kekauoha joseph kekuku
J A kahiona K lua and mrs abraham keaulana
these respondents were given
two weeks to file an answer to the motion 18
two weeks later george K kekauoha filed the objection he now had an
attorney eugene K aluig and in the document of september 2 1927 kekauoha swore
he had no claim to any of the lands described in the petition by pacific trust the
document stated the main contention of kekauoha that the beachfront property
belonged to the church members and was to be enjoyed by them solely for church
purposes
item 7 in the petition complains that the deed for the land was exchanged
between zions and pacific trust without the knowledge consent or approval of the
laie church members and that thus the conveyance was illegal 20
at this point those on the side of zions must have been thoroughly aroused for
although the laie plantation manager antione R ivins was himself an attorney
trained at mexico city school of jurisprudence and the university of michigan law
School 21 lawyer vitousek filed an affidavit that there are no witnesses residing in
school21
hawaii who can testify of their own knowledge as to the nature history and
management of the church
in other words the church was going to bring in its
heavy guns not trusting those in the hawaiian territory to be of sufficient caliber
not so young guns were determined to be in salt lake city and were named
these notsoyoung
anderson richards and winter 22 edward H anderson was a 69 year old author
general of utah and clerk of the conference for the
surveyorgeneral
editor one time surveyor

16
ie
triai
trial 2 6
retrial
ietrial
17

17trial
triai
trial

36

triai
trial
retrial
ietrial
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18
ie

alu
aiu
ieaiu

was offices
mcintyre building honolulu his connection with kekauoha
officed in 13 mclntyre
other than as legal counsel is unclear aiu is not an uncommon hawaiian name there are thirty
three in the 1993 honolulu phone book
19

triai
trial
20trial
O
0
20

21

22
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lawrence R flake mighty men of zion 443444
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general conferences of the church from 1916
1928
19161928
arthur winter was the 63 year
old chief clerk and cashier for the trustee
in
trust of the church handling all the
trusteeintrust
intrust
receipts and disbursements of the trustee iin trust
seventy
seventyeight
eight year old franklin
S richards was attorney for the church and trustee intrust
in trust having served nearly
a half century in the position
he acted as the questioner for the depositions in
response to the questions of cousel
bousel edward F richards 23
on the 14th of january 1928 the church having learned a valuable lesson
about avoiding public testimony during the smoot hearings controlled this situation
by having one of its own ask others all LDS the questions it wanted asked receiving
in nine pages of testimony anderson was
in return the answers it wanted given
once these LDS church
asked to trace the descent of leadership in the church
trust had
in
leaders had been identified richards asked if these trustees
intrust
trusteesintrust
democratically acted in regard to acquisition retention or disposition of the real or
persona
in trust
personl
personi properties held by them
anderson made the point that the trustee
trusteeintrust
had always acted in the disposition of property completely independently
he
admitted that the business affairs of the church were broader and more extensive
than those of similar organizations
four pages he explained that the
twentyfour
in the second deposition winters of twenty
history of the hawaiian mission was in the historians office 24 richards elicited
from winter the history of the original purchase of the lale
laic
laie property critical in
ususally
sally the church
this testimony was the statement that the trustee in trust usu
president commonly purchased real and personal property in american states and
foreign countries 2255 winter then showed how zions securities was designated by the
corporation of the president of the church as the legal agency vested to hold title to
charitable use properties
non
noncharitable
religious and non
nonreligious
he stated that their control was
again the deposition was structured to make clear that
unrestriceted and absolute
church members had never been required to consent to the conveyance of church

property

at

226
6

winter
this point there appears a weakness in the logic of this deposition
asked the leading question replied that the hawaiian members of the church would
not and could not acquire any greater or different interest in such property lale
laic
laie
laie
1127
27 it is difficult to concur
than that of any other member of the entire church
that residents of laie
lale would have no greater or different interest in their home than
laic
say someone in panguitch utah
finally winter was asked about legal precedent had church members ever

record

23

the balance of

this biographical information is from the depositions in the court

had been interested to determine for myself how accessible the church archives
accessibility of my telephone respondent I1 was
might be
despite the politeness and apparent accessibiliy
unable to obtain any information from the church historians office
24 1I

25

trial

ze
26

11
trial 1I1ili
iii

27

trail

101

115
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claimed so called church property as their own
his answer that they had never so
acted shows winter did not know that walter murray gibson acquired title to church
property on the island of lanai by 1864
winter identified kekauoha and his group as
the only such claimants 28
twenty four pages
the final deposition by franklin S richards also totals twentyfour
the
point emphasized by the church that its business affairs were broader and more
extensive than usual in religious organizations was likely the very one which
dedauoha and his side saw as a weakness in the applicants argument
the change in
emphasis marked in 1922 with the establishment of zions securities to operate profit
making entities in the church may have been seen by kekauoha as the formal
beginning of what has been gabelled
la
labelled the japanese option deferring the imperial
belled
29
dream in favor of the economic triumph 1129
this last deposition may have been a bit disingenuous relative to how members
of the church might express concern or even disagreement with the decision of
church leaders
again mention was made of the lack of precedent no one
apparently ever having taken issue with the disposition of church property before
richards explained that church members could show their disapproval with the
actions of the trustee in trust
inasmuch as they could have acted and directed him
at any of such general conferences if they had desired to control his conduct or
1130
30 As one watches the smoothly staged
policy of handling the church properties
general conferences nowadays in the comfort of his livingroom
livin groom it is difficult to
imagine anything interrupting the presentation
pr esen
esentation
tation and certainly not objections from
the floor signifying some members disapproval of the leaderships policy
in richards deposition appears an item which had not previously been part of
the record
this issue may have ominously underlay all of the negotiations and could
have had a significant impact on the trials outcome
whether or not it was ever
publicly spoken of is a matter of conjecture
the church attorney stated

so long as an individual

is a member of the church
interst in the property and is entitled
such person has an inderst

to be heard in the conferences of the church or elsewhere
as to the use to which the property should be put but whenever
the individuals membership in the church ceases for any reason
the interest of such person ina the property is thereby terminated 31
underlining my own

was K
kekauohas membership threatened

surely the brown man taking on
the membership challenging the leadership the unempowered

the white
threatening the powerful all these conflicts and possibly others must have caused
some of those involved at least to wonder if george kekauohas church membership
records are unavailable to me which would
might be hanging in the balance

28

trial

229

harold bloom the american religion 97

30

trial
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trial
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verify the existence of this issue 3322
there was one other weapon the applicants had they used it and its use
proved critical
the contest was waged on the respondents home turf advantage to
george K kekauoha but zions had negated this advantage by shifting the venue to
salt lake city for the depositions and further advantaged themselves by having their
own attorneys pitch the questions
and since kekauoha had issued the challenge
contesting the disposition of the property it was considered his responsibility to
on the 17th of december 1927 george kekauoha signed that
furnish the court costs
he had received the motion for security of costs
500.00
50000 the
until he could raise 50000
proceedings were stayed 33
food has probably appreciated as little as any commodity over time but still
corn flakes sold in 1927 for 35 cents per box today safeway has them in hawaii for
3.50
about 350
350 per pound if one could still buy nash cars it seems reasonable that he
could do so for say 12000 in 1993 seventy years ago they started in hawaii at
1100 34 land has appreciated somewhat more than food or cars that laie beach
front lot which sold for 2300 in 1927 in 1993 goes for 555000 35 so in 1927 500.00
50000
was no small amount for george and his friends to raise and it seems likely he already
owed something to eugene K aiu his attorney
pacific trust and zions did not sit on their hands waiting to see if george could
come up with the court fees
waialae
their lawyers contacted the deputy assessor of waianae
to determine kekauohas property holdings there
the assessor abe K akau wrote
the four attorneys and C dudley pratt a new addition to their group 36 that the
fifty two acres
plaintiff owned five lots in lualualei
lei homestead amounting to close to fiftytwo
Lualua
their total tax valuation set at 2200 37 however attorney william wallace informed
add
ahi law at that time would have prevented kekauoha from using
afi
me that hawaiian
Hawaii

32

at

33

68 69
trial 6869

least one kekauoha family member who has remained in laie made the point that
georges family having moved away also fell away from the church while all of georges
children apparently were baptized LDS and some of georges grandchildren are active in the
church today none of georges six children appear to have remained active for very long after
their eldest brother ethan 24 at the time took over the rearing of these children after georges
death
their
melr
meir
neir mother amia kaupono died november 20 1933 six months before george A family
member informed me that george was excommunicated from the church she didnt know the year

34

honolulu advertiser 4 august 1927

from information supplied me by realtor choon james april 1993 in 1928 one of
the most prominent real estate men in the US joseph P day estimated that throughout the
country real estate appreciated at about 2 per year he must not have considered hawaii in his
computations
information from the honolulu advertiser feb 11 1928
35

charles dudley pratt later very prominent in hawaii affairs was a 27 year old lawyer
at the time of the trial
he became a full law partner in the law firm of smith warren stanley
and vitousek in 1929 pan pacific whos who 565
36

37

trial

72
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homestead land to raise money for court fees the courts order for security for
costs gave kekauoha twenty days to give a bond or security for court costs dating
from december 29 1927 38
whether george kekauoha was financially unable to produce the bond or
there was some other reason it is impossible at this time to know
but the next
on january 7th
document filed in the record is critical
ath 1928 george K kekauoha
filed a With
withdrawal
drawl of answer claim and objection in the record
withdrawl
the case was over
all that remained was for the land court judge to issue the obvious decision which he
did on february 1 1928 granting application 772 and giving pacific trust company
limited title to the two plus miles virtually all of the laie beach front property it is
conceivable that such property sold on todays market might bring in excess of 41
milion without the structures now on it 39

ETHICAL MORAL AND RELIGIOUS ISSUES
what made george K kekauoha think he could not only sue zions securities
was there some hidden or overt
but possibly even win a suit against them
disaffection from mormonism from the church or from some of its laie leaders
given the name pekuniahi as his first middle name in honor of george quayle
cannon pekuniahi is hawaiian for cannon george kekauoha dropped the name and
signed his name george K kekauoha retaining ony the hawaiian middle name 40
could this have been a sign of his alienation
possibly although in his deposition he
identifies himself as an active latterday
latter day saint both at present and for the past forty
years
in addition following his death on april 16 1934 georges funeral was held in
the laie chapel
it appears that he maintained his relationship with the LDS church

and his family and friends there until his death
could kekauohas willingness to sue his church or its auxiliary zions
securtiy have stemmed from cultural differences of conflicts between him and the
one of the peculair
peculair features of application
hao ie dominated utah centered religion
haole
772 to the land court demonstrates the leaderships sensitivity to hawaiian land
issues
much like native americans hawaiians considers themselves stewards or
trustees rather then owners of the land or sea
for them the earth has a sacred life of
1
its own
it was likely in view of this that three provisions in the deed are found
A ten foot right of way was to be kept as a perpetual private easement for access to
its successors and assigns and
and from the beach for zions securities corporation
2 the thirty some
its and their tenants agents servants employees and licensees
odd owners of kuheana
kuleana land in laie were to have access to the right of way this
implies that those lots owned mostly by native hawaiians were not considered any
3 all
longer to be zions land but were free simple lands owned by their occupants

38

trial
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1I simply multiplied 82
39 my data is admittedly not specific
30
the number of lots times
500000 the approximate price of one of the lots in 1993 were the lots in the possession of the

university hawaii campus the laie
polynesian cultural center or even the brigham young universityhawaii
consider for example the tourist
community might be considerably different than it is today
and cultural possibilities for the PCC if they owned the beach front property across from their

present facilities
40

trial

57

55

fisheries and fishing rights belonging to zions remained the possession of the
4
pan of the deed to pacific trust and also
&huguaa
ahupuaa of laie 41
since these actions were part
part of land court judge edward K massees decision the possibility that kekauohas
motives were totally or even largely culture related seems diminished at least
what appears as an explanation for george kekauohas rather
uncharacteristic behavior in challenging the religious and secular establishment is
a prescience identifiable only with the hindsight of nearly seventy years
judged by
current events he can be seen as a man truly ahead of his time 4422 while this
probably depreciated george in the eyes of his church leaders in 1927 such behavior
is much more commonplace in the litigious 1980s and gos
nor are suits brought
against such church entities as zions securities even always discouraged nowadays
quite the reverse is the case of one of my colleagues at BYUH
BYU H who was encouraged by
two general authorities of the LDS church on july 21st 1978 to bring suit against
zions 43 not that such actions were to be seen as attack on the church from such a
perspective george kekauoha is to be commended for his ability to oppose the actions
of his church leaders but not overtly act no matter how he felt as though this made
him either their emeny or gods
this objectivity perhaps uncharacteristic of human and particularly the
under educated in any age requires a sophistication which appears to have
undereducated
not that such mental gymnastyics were easy
characterized george kekauoha
kekauohas move out of laie suggests his foresight in actively supporting the need of
plantation paternalism in hawaii and his impression that zions securities was
oblivious to that particular futuristic vision
feelings remain even seventy years
later that such actions as those of george K kekauoha demonstrate disloyalty to the
A law suit filed by such a person is to some minds simply further evidence
kingdom
george kekauoha was at best an ark steadier
after all dont the scriptures teach

against

4444
contention44
contention
contention4
contentions
although we recognize elder dallin oaks was an attorney before he became a

41

trial

150

an ahu
puaa
ahupuaa
ahuduaa
luaa is a wedge shaped piece of hawaiian land located between two

ridge lines running from a mountain summit to the sea

As of 1993 zions securities is moving in the direction george kekauoha and probably
most laie residents would have approved they are attempting to sell all their properties in laie
with the exception of the shopping center this information 1I obtained in a conversation with the
prescient of BYU
H and the man designated by the church to represent the laie entities
current presient
BYUH
waste waster disposal in the early to
BYU H PCC and the temple during its legal troubles over wastewaster
BYUH
42

ilis
ills

mid 1990s

was encouraged by two general authorities to sue zions
securities to obtain a lower fee simple purchase price for zions land which ken leased and on
which he had built hi
his home one of these men was the area supervisor for the pacific islands
area and the other was about to replace him in the position the letter in my possession reads in
condemnation in this sense merely refers to the necessary legal process and should not
part
be interpreted as evidence of any conflict with the church
the suit to obtain legal
tire
tlle
the issue was settled
condemnation of the land and thus reduce its cost for fee purchase by ken tile
out of court in favor of my colleague
43

44

dr kenneth baldridge

3rd nephi

30
1128
112830
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member of the twelve we have been instructed by his chapter on litigation in his
brother oaks reminds us of the churchs declaration of
book the lords way
we believe that men should appeal to the civil law for
belief published in 1835 45
is
redress of all wrongs and grievances where
the right of property
infringed where such laws exist as will protect the same 46 the latter day apostle
concludes his chaper in terms at least some of which appear to describe george K

kekauoha

in short a good latterday
latter day saint can participate in
litigation but will do so only after focusing on his
or her personal responsibilities not just his or her
rights by practicing forgiveness by pursuing private
settlement by disclaiming revenge and by considering
the effect of the proposed litigation on others 47

christ taught that the meek shall inherit the earth

of

course we all want to
catch 22 situation here
be in that company of inheritors but possibly we have the catch22
can one both desire to inherit the earth and be free from self will in other words
did george kekauoha remove himself from the company of the meek
remain meek
in contesting zions title to the beach lots
the final answer remains for more
competent judges to fathom
the mists of time have obscured any impatience
resentfulness or reproach spoken or felt by parties on either side of the issue sixty
since such characteristics are the antithesis of meekness and the
five years ago
in
meek will finally inherit the earth perhaps the obscurity of time is a blessing
1993 while some of those who occupy the laie beach lots are latterday
latter day saints
pacific trust
neither they nor zions securities actually own them for the most part
is no longer in existence
their sale of the beach lots did not liquidate the debts of
thus at this time it appears the meek have not inherited the earth
the plantation
not on the beach at laie anyway
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